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SKY SAl LOR

IS THE OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE AUSTRALIAN HANG GLIDING ASSOCITION (TAHGA)

Skysailor appears twelve times a year and is
provi ded as a service to members as part of thei r
_membershi p enti tl ement.
For non-members, the
subscription rates are $10.00 per annum. Cheques
should be made payable and sent to TAHGA.

Guest Editor this month: Marsha Leeman
Editorial assistance: Greg Tanner, Mike and
Carrie Leeman, Stewart Kenworthy, Val Wallington.
Catering to the staff:

Skysailor is published to
create further
interest in the sport of hang gliding.
Its
primary purpose is to provi de a ready means of
communication between hang gl iding enthusi asts in
Austral i a and in thi s way to advance the future
development of the sport and its methods and
safety.

ADVERTISING
TAHGA and the Edi tor do not endorse or take any
responsi b1ity for any of the products adverti sed
or mentioned editorially within these pages. No
responsibil ity is accepted for any cl aims made by
advertisers.
Unless specifically explained,
performance fi gures quote-d in adverti si ng shou1 d
be taken as estimates only.

Contributions are welcomed. Anyone is invited to
contribute articles, photographs and illustrations
concerning hang gl iding activities.
The Editor
reserves the ri ght to edi t contri buti ons where
necessary.
TAHGA and the Editor do not assume
responsibility for the material or the opinions of
contributors presented in Skysailor.

ADVERTISING RATES
Full Page:
Half Page:

Copyri ght in Skysail or is vested in TAHGA.
Copyright in articles is vested in each of the
authors in respect of her or hi s contri buti on.
Deadline for contributions:

Abdul's Lebanese Cafe.

$40.00
$25.00

Quarter Page:
Market Place:

$15.00
Free

An addit~ona1 charge will be made for any typing,
typesettlng or artwork which may be required.

1st of the Month

Advertisements from kite manufacturers must
indicate whether or not their kite meets the
US HGMA certification standards.
Kites for sale in Market Place must indicate a
suitable minimum hang rating.
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NEWS ... NEWS ...
3rd WORLD HANG GLIDING
CHAMPIONSHIPS

DATE:
PLACE:

We cannot comment on flying conditions due to
our lack of site experience but it is clearly neither
a floater competition nor a speed competition.
Cross-country is included in the agreed tasks but
it is difficult to see thermal producing areas in
this location.
However, we have seen seve ral postcard pictures showing cumulus clouds above the
takeoff mountain!

Thursday 1 October - Sunday 11 October , 1981
Beppu, Japan

This competition has been organized under the
authority of the Federation Aeronautique Internationale and in accordance .with the FAI Sporting
Code. The aim of the competition is to establish
the World Champion in hang gliding in two classes;
to promote the improvement of performance and the
popularization of the sport; and to promote the
exchange of experience and reinforce friendsh i p
among the pilots of the participating nations.

There were no alternative take-off areas and
with low cloud prevailing it was quite impossible
This fact rapidly became apparent to the
to fly.
City Council and they have promised to create a
lower take-off site for the World Championships.
We believe they are committed to the existing landing ar ea.

Australia is eligible to send a team of 8 pilots
i n Class I and 3 pilots in Class II. The defini tion of the classes are : Class I--Hang gliders
controlled by pilot weight shift only . Drag
chutes and jettisonables ballast are prohibited.
Class II--Hang Gliders having movable control
surface or surfaces actuated directly by the
pilot.
Each team may also have a team leader
and Bill Moyes has agreed to fill this position.

IMPORTANT ADDRESSES
Send your change of address noti ce , your
contributions to Skysailor, your queries about
insurance , the pilot handbook and any other
national matters and your membership renewal to:-

All prospective members of the Australian team
should write to TAHGA/HGFA giving details of all
recent competiton experience, both inside Aust.
and overseas. Information of accommodation and
travel costs is available on request .

T.A.H.G . A. /H.G.F.A.
Box 4 Holme Building,
SYDNEY UNIVERSITY. N.S.W. 2006

Entry fees are 10,000 yen per pilot (approx.
$200 Australian) . Information on travel costs
and accommodation costs are available on request .

T.A.H.G.A./H.G.F.A. Editor :
Phone (02) 635-0160 (BH) (02) 660-0374(AH}

Unfortunately it is still not clear whether there
will be any financial assistance to support the
team members. Pilots interested should be aware
that the association is making every effort to
find such assistance but that each pilot may
have to be responsible completely for his own
expenses.

For information about new memberships,ratings or
sites write to the appropriate State Association.

T.A.H.G.A./H.G.F.A. Secretary:
Phone (02) 692-2872 (BH) (042) 942-545 (AH)

A.C. T.H.G.A.,
P. O. Box 496,
MANUKA. 2603

Tas H. G.A.,
21 Leslie Street,
SOUTH LAUNCESTON.

N.S . W.H.G.A . ,
P.O. Box 121,
SUTHERLAND. 2232

V. H. G.A.,
P.O. Box 400
PRAHRAN. 3181

SITE AND FLYING CONDITIONS
Take-off is a 4,300 ft. extinct volcano, very
steeply sided and reached by a cable car. An
excellent wooden ramp has been constructed with
take-off slopes facing in three separate directions.
Surrounding terrain is luxuriant green undergrowth
and forest.
Take-off to landing is 2.5 ks.

H.G.A.,
P.O. Box 212,
MORNINGSIDE. 4001
Q.

The landing area is at 2,000 ft. and has been
bulldozed out of the side of a hill espeCially for
this event.
It measures 150 metres by 200 metres
and has hillsides sloping down to it on three
sides with a drop on the fourth side with power
cables.

S.A.H.G.A. ,
P.O. Box 163,
GOODWOOD. 5034
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H.G.A.W.A. ,
P.O. Box 84,
DOUBLEVIEW. 6018
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1981 SOUTH AUSTRALIAN STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS
by Dave Wearing-Smith

The first few groups off started getting good
height above the ridge when I noticed Phil Flentje
spiralling up in a boomer with a small gaggle of
gliders underneath him . His new glider, the Swift,
was also looking impressive. The last I saw of
the gaggle was about 4 km downwind very near
cloudbase that day. I landed 8kms from takeoff
and raced back to the top to find out how the
contestants were going. Gradually, news started
coming back in. Dave Blenkinsip, Derment Meaney
and Geoff Prideaux had flown back to Snowtown for
a distance of 11 kms each. Rob Davis in his
Mega III had flown 31 kms to a landing just south
of Collingfield on National Hiway 1. Larry Jones
had gone on his own to a landing S-W of Koolunga
for a distance of 36 kms. Then the news came in
that Phil Flentje had flown 37 kms to Redhill,
also on Hiway 1. Talking to Rob and Phil later,
the lift was so good over the flat plains that
they were able to fly many kms without even
turning. Later that day in free flying in
perfect conditions, Rob Woodward, SAHGA president,
flew 17 kms to an area past Snowtown. Considering
that it was 5:15 pm, that is not a bad distance
over flat land off a 400 foot hill!

After the outstanding success of the
Mt. Buffalo Nationals using the one-on-one style
of competition, we elected to use the same system
for our state championships. Also, just to make
a clean sweep of things, we decided to use an
entirely new area of hills. This area has two
main sites. The first one is called Lochiel and
is a 8 km long ridge about 400-500 feet high. It
can be flown in wi nds from SW-N\~ and has a grea t
road to the top, front and back sides. The area
is surrounded by chequerboard plains, dotted with
farms for as far as the eye can see. The second
site is called Illawarra Hill and is about 15 kms
north of Lochiel. It is very similar but is
slightly higher and will take a wind direction
JlX)re around to the north. On top of all this, a
very clean grassy caravan park is situated directly
behind the two sites at a little town called
Snowtown. To add icing to the cake, there is a
pub at Lochiel that is open 7 days a week and the
publican thinks we are all terrific because we
spend so much money there! This kind gentleman
also let us use the lounge for our prize presentation and let us use his phone for ring-ins from
pilots out-landing. The other main convenience
of the area is that it is only about 1~ hours
drive from Adelaide. Now that I have set the
scene for you all, let me tell you about S.A. 's
most successful state comp in recent years.

DAY 2--Round 3- -Illawarra Hill--18 April.
Today the forecast was for NE winds so we
went to Illawarra Hill. On arriving, the wind
was off the slope and about 20 knots. Due to the
effects of gulf breezes, the wind always tends to
move around to the West, so all gliders were set
up and waiting. Soon it swung and we ran a pylontime task with the fastest pilot in the one-on-one
battle winning. The pylon manned by Peter Patton
was placed upwind about 2 kms. There were some
exciting and fast battles with some pilots winning
with only a difference of 3 seconds! Most pilots
landed on top in readiness for the next round~
Unfortunately, we lost 2 hours of prime soaring
time due to a few hassles which we ironed out.

DAY 1--17 April, 1981--Easter Friday
My official position in the co~test, as.well
as being a competitor, was to organlze the slte
and the tasks for the day. After considering the
weather forecast, we headed off to the Lochiel
site . The wind was about 8 knots straight on and
the overcast overhead was starting to break up,
creating some mangificent cum's at about 3000 ft.
A sink rate task was called with a maximum of one
hour. All of the 16 competitors went off in their
pairs and some interesting scratch flying was done.
The only mishap was Gary Fimeri who flew into a
barb wire fence, seriously damaging his Emu glider.
Gary bruised his face and cut his lip, requiring
some bandaging. However, he was ready to fly
again for the next round.

DAY 2--Round 4--0pen Distance
Take-off time was not until about 3 pm.
and the wind was now blowing a light westerly.
Most battles were uneventful with many pilots
landing out in front. However, Phil did it
again and flew straight over the back to Condowil
for a distance of 18 kms. Peter Prideaux, flying
a Phantom, flew against Peter Riche, in a Mega II.
They certainly gave us a great spectacle as they
both spiralled back over the top. Finally, Peter
Riche lost the thermal and he dropped out 7 kms
away giving a convincing win to Peter Prideaux who
flew back to the caravan park for a distance of
9 kms. At this stage of the contest, only two
pil ots had 3 wi.ns each, namely Phil Fl entje and
Rob Davis. We needed at least 3 more round to
decide a winner.

DAY l--ROUND 2
Once everybody was ready to go again, conditions had improved considerably with regular
thermals and a temperature of about 25 0 C. The
task was set as one-on-one open distance with the
first take off at 1:15 pm. At the pilots' meeting
maps, 1andi ng witness forms and a \varni ng to a 11
pilots to obey the D.O.T. ~eiling of 3~00 ft. was
issued. The club had provlded maps WhlCh were
i-nc 1uded in the $10 entry fee.
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ROUND 7---0pen cross-country

DAY 3--19 April. Easter Sunday

Conditions were really cooking back on top
of the hill. Dust devils were roaring across the
brown paddocks and a sailplane was getting good
height over the glider field directly in front of
take-off. An open window Cross-Country task was
declared, but still keeping the one-on-one pairs.
The pairs could either take-off together or
seperately. Not many people waited around as it
was 1 pm. and prime time.
What happened will go
down in S.A. Hang Gliding History"

We awoke to a fine and warm sunny Sunday
and the South easterly winds forecast. After a
pilots' meeting on top of the hill we decided to
drive to Mt. Bryan which is a 1250 ft. AGL site
about 1 hours drive from Snowtown. Upon arriving
at Burra, we found a nice S.E. wind blowing. But,
upon arriving at Mt. Bryan, which faces East we had
a 20 knot westerly blowing! We rang up the glider
club at Lochiel and they told us that the westerly
wind had just come in there. By the time we got
back to Lockiel and set up, the wind stopped and
then started blowing from the SE again! So we
took the logical transgression and retired to the
pub!

I was flying Rorey McCloud and took off before
him. Heading south along the ridge in the 10 knot
breeze, my vario hit 700 fpm up so I started
spiralling up. Slowly, I drifted over the back and
the hill started to look very flat. Reaching 3000
ft. one could see small gaggles of gliders spread
out for miles downwind. I anxiously looked around
and finally saw Rorey. He appeared to be very low
but behind the ridge. Looking down the invisible
column of my thermal I could see tiny gliders
entering it and turning in it. Soon I thought,
they will catch up, so I pulled the bar in and flew
about 3 km to another thermal. Climbing back up
again I saw an unbel ievab1e sight. It looked
like the whole field of competitors had gone behind
and were going cross-country. Now this was amazing
as many of the pilots had never tried this type of
flying before. Everywhere across the flat plains
were gliders turning in thermals. I flew S-E to
Lochiel and then turned around and flew almost
back to Snowtown for a straight line distance from
take-off of 7 kms. I had 1anded sooner than I
would have liked but the sink was strong in places.
To my surprise, Don Murchison from Pt. Lincoln
flew over and landed in the adjourning paddock. He
had thermal led up with everybody else, but had
never really thermalled before until the contest.
In fact, he had only received a parachute a few
days before the contest. His brightly coloured
VK-4 nearly matched his broad grin!

DAY 4--ROUND 5--Easter Monday--Lochiel
Light SW sinds were forecast for today and we
needed a minimum of 3 more rounds. We had everybody set up on top of the hill by 9 am. Round "5
was selected as duration and some extremely good
scratch flying took place as some pilots had 20
minute flights below 200 ft.

DAY 4--ROUND 6
By 11 am, all pilots were ready to go for
another flight. We worked out a task that would
be quick and fun. The idea was to take off, not
turn along ridge, but head straight out for 200
yards, past a fence line at the bottom and then
try to stay up for as long as possible. With the
temperature around 31 0 C., anything could happen.
Phil cored a dust devil over a paddock and after
watching his competitor safely drop out, he
drifted back over the fence line and landed back
on top. He was now in an almost unbeatable
position.

Finally, my Kombie rolled up with my retrieve
crew and through the binoculars I scanned downwind.
Very high up and at least 20 kms downwind were
small gaggles of gliders circling around. I picked
up Don and we headed back towards the Lochiel pub
which was the ring-in for retrieves. Gradually,
I started to compile some facts and figures.
Myself, Dermont Meany and Don Murchison had
all flown 7 kms, landing near the main highway.
Peter Riche and Geoff Prideaux had gone 8 kms
each. Don Cameron who is also a relatively new
X-C pilot, flew 11 kms. landing on the eastern
side of the Point Pirie-Salisbury railway line.
Peter Prideaux in his Phantom flew 12 kms, and
landed very near Don. Steve Blenkinsop in his
Phantom flew 18 kms to a landing east of Snowtown.
My unscrupulous intrepid birdman, Rorey,
flew 16 kms to a convincing win over me. An eye
for an eye since I beat him on Day 2. Since we
both fly Bandit 180s, it has to come back to luck
on the day, doesn't it? In amongst all this lot,
Rob "Woody" Woodwa rd has cru i sed along to a fl i ght
di stance of 10 kms. Larry "Loops" Jones came in

Photo from hang glider flying at Lochiel
and sharing the air with a sailplane.
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beaming and said he had landed near the main road
from Snowtown to Clare for his distance of 24 kms.
But where were those pilots that I had seen so high
in that gaggle? They had all flown to a place
called Rochester for a distance of 38 kms each.
Those pilots were Phil Flentje, Rob Davis and Dave
Llenkinsop.
The

HANG GLIDING
ACCESSORIES
D.O.T. approved (No. 2235) Parachute harness
and canopy manufacturers

PRESENTATION

After everybody had arrived back at the pub
we all said a few words. Thanks must go to all
of those who helped with the competition,
including: Dermont Meany, Larry Jones, John
Mellowship, George "Steve", Ross W. and the ladies
on the days that helped with landing times and
scoring.

The Back-up Chute
complete $320.00

Deluxe Prone Harness

Dave Blenkinsop in his Wedgetail came 3rd
and he received a trophy and a cheque for $30.
I think that Dave was rather surprised when his
name was called out, but he flew well and deserved

$79.00
Stirrup $8.50

it.

Second place went to Rob Davis in his
Mega III. He received a trophy plus $40.

Altimeter

First place was certainly well-earned and
went to the "kid come horne"-Phil Flentje. He
received a trophy and $50. As well as these
prizes for 1st, there is also a club perpetual
trophy, called the "BLUE MAX"which Phil also
took home with him.

$78.00

Hummingbird Vario

The club had put up $50 to be won by the
pilot that flew the furthest during the four days.
Rob, Phil and Dave shared this prize equally.

$171.00

Later on we formulated some interesting facts
about the contest.

Summer Harness

1.
2.
3.
4.

$81.00

One-on-one type contests are great.
Over 3 days, 436 kms. were flown.
On Day 4, 14 competitors out of 16, plus
2 free fliers all flew cross-country.
The top total distances flown were:
Phil Flentje--93 kms.
Rob Davis-----69 kms.
Larry Jones---60 kms.
Dave Blenkinsop--49 kms.

C&D H/G Helmet
$46.00

The westerly season is here in Adelaide and
we welcome any interstate pilots that want to come
over and fly cross-country. He have many hi 11 s to
choose from for different wind directions.

Kite Bag

E-SE-S: We have Towers near Adelaide and also
Mt. Bryan up near Burra.

*If it's not listed ask us.

$52;00

NE-NW: We have Mt. Terrible, 30 kms south of
Adelaide and the Lochiel area. We have still not
tapped the full potential of the area but the
sailplane pilots regularly do 300 kms triangle
courses off the hill. Still further north from
Lockiel we have Mt. Horocks which is 2,250 AGL
facing west. This has been described in a
previous SkySailor.

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIAm:
68 WENTWORTH AVE., SYDNEY 2010
Tel. (02) 211-5555

The offer is there from all of us here in
S.A.
I welcome phone enquiries on my home number
08-353-3333
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The competition was a turning point for flying
and pilots in South Australia. Many pilots had
never achieved cross-country flights before nor
competed one on one.
There are few things in my
flying experience that can match the buzz of flying
over flat land. I believe S.A. pilots now can see
the way to go and we will witness many more X/C
flights here in South Australia.
My congratulations to the winners, thanks to
the organizers and officials (and the weather).
I believe everyone who came away from the competition with some good memories. The details of
the results are elsewhere in SkySai10r.

THE ROCK OF GIBRALTAR - FLYING!
by Rob Woodward, President SAHGA
SOUTH AUSTRALIAN STATE TITLES 1981

Getting Don Murchi son out of bed on a Sunday
morning is like trying to shift the Rock of
Gibraltar. However, after threatening a glass of
cold water in his bed, dumping brekky in front of
him and preparing his lunch (we were staying with
Don), Robin Dawson finally had Don on the road by
9.30 a.m.

The 1981 State Championships proved to be a
tremendous success in many ways. This year the
competition was somewhat different to those held
in previous years. We have been plagued by bad
weather at Burra during the October long weekend
over the last few years. So, this year we chose
a new site and a different time of year.

We were headed for the Marble Ranges, 40 mi 1es
north of Pt. Li nco 1nand 20 mil es inland. No one
has flown the ranges before and Robin's mouth was
drool ing with anticipation and adventure.
He's
had hi s eye on the Marble Range for some time.

A 550 feet north-south ridge starting at
Lochie1 (140 kms north of Adelaide) which runs
for some 25 kms was chosen and the 4 day break
at Easter was to be the time. In keeping with
the current vogue of competitions, the one on
one format was chosen and this proved to be
both popular and easy to run. There are a few
pitfalls in the format however, as depending
on how you and your opponent are chosen you
could be disadvantaged if a count back is
necessary to split up p1acings.

"There's no wind down here - it'll be too bloody
windy up there", pipes Don in the same breath. He
obviously wasn't awake yet.
Colin Ruekridge and his neighbour, owners of the
land at Marble Range gave an enthusiastic O.K. for
flying the site on the condition that, "you don't
break your bloody necks!".

The ridge itself takes due west but will
take ·SW or NW at a pinch. If the wind is too
far off to the north, I11awarra Hill can be
flown. Another site, Farm Hill, takes a southerly.
These are all within 30 minutes of the caravan
park at Snowtaun. The characteristics of the
ridge at Lochie1 (steep westerly face and gently
sloping east face) make it very easy to fly over
the back in suitable thermal conditions. Care
hou1d be taken, however, to avoid conditions
where a lee side rotor will exist creating a
dangerous situation if you fly over the back
without suitable altitude. Be warned.

We drove part way up to the 700ft. take off poi nt
and then proceeded to cl imb to the top - a rugged
climb even without a hang glider over your
shoulder.
Rob in and Don checked out the s; te and found, on
the razor back top, a suitable take-off point with
a 10 - 15 knot wind, straight on.
Absolutely
stoked on the scenery from the top, they attempted
a second climb with their kites.
I drove to the paddock below, stomach churned up
as always when a new site is being tried, and
waited.

The area around the sites both in front and
behind lend themselves to X/C. By having the
competition at Easter many of the paddocks are
fallow and some are burnt off. The area behind
the launch is near sea level and fairly flat
with many roads criss-crossing as far as you can
see. Numerous properties in the area allow
quick location of pilots and return to the site.

About 45 mi ns. 1ater, Robi n was about to 1aunch.
"O.K. ," he called to Don, who attempted to duck
safely out of the way. Rob took off and "thud",
he was slowed by his A-frame hitting something
hard. He ran a little harder and away he went,
somewhat unstably.
The Rock of Gibraltar was
lying on the ground 10ft. from the take off point,
watching little birds circle his head as he held a
bruised right hip.

The local people are friendly, interested
and to be respected. This is an area that has
tons of potential and we have no wish to lose it.
7

Rob's ungainly launch commenced a slow, low fliqht
below the hill top, along the length of the range.
He looked like it would be a disappointing glide
to the paddock below until he found a wide band of
lift and whoosh, up and away he went. Don, back
. in one pi ece, set off (wi thout any hi tches), and
he too sank to tree line and fought his way
across the face.
A few mi nutes 1 ater Don was
fl yi ng hi gh too.
A few wedgies checked out the intruders and
decided to join in the fun too and circled and
hovered within the lift. After an hour and twenty
minutes of mildly turbulent flying with the odd
huge band of 1 ift and corresponding sink, Robin
had attained a maximum height of 3,000 ft. and Don
2,100 ft.
They landed below, exuberant but
" buggered " . Their fl ight , they said, had been one
of constant work to stay up - Don in hi s VK4 and
Regardless of the tired
Robin in a Jag t·IK2 .
muscles, it was a most exhilarating first.
There's no doubt about it, the West Coast has some
beautiful sites if you don't mind travelling a few
miles.
The inland sites, not at all well
recogni sed, as yet, offer beautiful scenery and
comfortable, scenic spots for wives, children,
girlfriends and onlookers. Most flyers know Mt.
Greenly, Mt. Dutton, Silly Point and Coles Point,
etc.
But Drake's peake, Mt. Wedge, t4arble Range
and the South block are all great inland sites
with various fronts.

Scared?
You should be...
if your chute fabric
- like Ugly's sheetis not certified!
It could let you down
when you least expect it.
We only use ·certified
FIll material in our
back-up chutes.
Ask for our test certificate.
(Ugly just didn't think
it mattered!)

Hospitality is as abundant, with us, Robin and
Glenda Dawson at Lock, David Mausolf, Lock, Don
~1urchison, Wanilla and the boys in Pt. Lincoln.
Anyone interested is welcome and
assured of some sati sfyi ng fl i ghts.

you

can

be

Glenda,
(Eyre Hang Gliding Group)

(Another Club which we haven't heard of before!
Thanks for shari ng your fl yi ng experi ences wi th
us. Editor).

BACK-UP CHUTE
complete ... $320

skysailor back issues
IF you missed out on some of your Skysailors
because your changed address or just joined
up late
0

"

AND. you want a comple te 1980 set of your
magazine •••
THEN don't despair because you can buy
back issues for the amazing price of

50¢

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIA rn:

per issue,
including postage

68 WENTWORTH AVE., SYDNEY 2010
Tel. (02) 211-5555

SEND your order and your money to
TAHGA,

Box 4 Holme Building,
Sydney University, 2006 0
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WHO IS WHOIN HANG GLIDING.

C.

Tell us about the fl i ght.

R.

It took about 3 1/2 hrs. to fly the 100 miles
including some doubtful moments.
There was no problem for the first 5 miles,
then we came to a long stretch of sand ridges.
Andy couldn't cross it in his Mega 2, It was
1/2 mile inland over sand and it was pretty
turbulent. In some spots there were ridges in
front of me 100ft hi gh.
I got through by
working thermal patches. I couldn't turn back
because the wind was 45° off behind me,
10
miles of this put me in the trickiest spot of
all, where the dunes cut in toward hi gher
sheer cliffs. There was no landing area and I
couldn't turn back, but I was sure those
cliffs would be working .
Next thing I was
500ft above .

AN INTERVIEW WITH RON GRAY

Tnlerviewed- by Col Barry
Ron Grey is 32 and 1 i ves in Bl ack Rock wi th hi s
wife and two children. He has been hang gl i ding
for 6 years in which time he has become respected
for
his ability and a certain flair
for
attempting . • . and
accomplishing,
some
amazing
flights.
He was twice Victorian Class II
champion, took out *3 for Class 2 at Burr a and *1
for NSW Class 2 in 1980.
For some time an agent for Free Fl i ght and
designer of the GHM variometer, he became a rigid
wing adherent in 1978 and has had an EF5, an EF5
40 footer and an EF6.

I fl ew fast at about maximum LID. I coul d see
the main highway as it parrallelled the coast
for about 50 mi 1es. I coul d see seals down on
the rocks. But, I didn't see a single house
for the whole trip.

In December 1980, with Andrew Rennie and a camera
crew, Ron attempted a worl d record on the Great
Austral ian Bi ght.
The result was a 101 mil e
fl ight . Ron became the fi rst person to fly over
100 miles outside the Owens Valley.

C.

Where do you prefer to fly?

R.

Wherever it's on.
I haven't flown the EF6
inland this summer because I haven't had
It is a prototype and I
enough time in it.
feel a bit like a test pilot for Ewen (Fagan).

C.

Why did you decide on the Bight?

R.

It was Andy's idea - it seemed like good fun.
We discussed it at length and it seemed we had
a good chance . I expected to do it. I don't
waste two weeks lightly .

C.
R.

At the 18km mark the bays start.
With the
wind 45° off you have to hope your LID will
get you down into them to where the 1 i ft is.
That's where I gave" it away the first day. I
I decided to wait till things looked a bit
better before I tackled those bays .
We had to wait 10 days before it came on
again.
Just hunq around, stayed sober •••
without any Space Invader machines it was
pretty terrible.
C. What was the day of the record flight like?
R.

It wasn't qui te as strong as the fi rst day. I
ended up at cl iff height a few times.
The
Suzuki following me was always behind me so I
was a little worried about whether they'd know
if I had a problem.

Tell us more about it.

C.

Were you sure you had a record?

We spent about 3 weeks getting everything
together.
I guess it cost me about $8,000.
We made a movie of the whole thing, so there
were about 20 people involved.
Crew,
cameras, sound, music, a cook and all that
stuff.

R. At that stage I hadn't read the latest Hang
G1 i di ng and I thought the worl d record was
offlclally 95 miles.
I only found out
differently later. The funny thing was that I
could have flown 5 miles more just by taking
off that much further down the coast. But, I
went as far as I coul d wi th rel ati ve sa fety.
The tail wi nd had gotten to 60 0 off or more.

It was ki nd of frustrati ng because of the
wea ther.
I got 78km on the fi rst attempt
despi te the wi nd bei ng strong and off. . Maybe
I could have got further, but it's a bit
worrying because although the coast looks
pretty strai ght on the map it has a lot of
bays, pOints and potential rotor areas. And,
the top is really shee r .
There was a 10ft
swell.
You'd be dead if you landed in it.

C.

Was the
cl iffs?

landing

turbulent with

those

sheer

R. Yeah, nasty, Even the first time with 400f t
to burn, the rotor was bad.
C.

Does t he Bight have mo re potenti al?

C.

What sort of safety precautions did you take
in case you landed in the water?

R.

If I coul d spend a month there waiting for it
to be just right I think I could do 130 miles.

R.

We just weren't gonna land in it.
A boat
would have been too slow and although we would
have liked a chopper to take film it was too
expensi ve.
I got lots of good kite-mounted
footage, though.

C.

So what's the next chall e nge?

R,

For me it's business as usual . The company is
doing well and we're starting to ge t into
export. It's not that important to me to be a
world record holder.
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STEVE MOYES TELLS ALL ABOUT COMPETITION FLYING!
N.S.W.H.G.A. Seminar Report

By Olga White

Calculating thought
Calculating thought is important for changing
tactics in flight.

The NSWHGA Executive held another of its seminars on Friday, 20 r~arch, 1981, the evening before
the start of the 1981 N.S. W. Titles.
Did everyone
think they were going to get the last word on competition flying to help them win the Titles, or
were 'they simply all excited at the prospect of
another NSWHGA seminar?!
Whichever it was, about
50 flyers and friends turned up to hear Steve Moyes
present a ve ry instructive address on competition
flying.
The Executive eishes to thank Steve for
giving up -his time to present this talk.
This
summary of the addres s has been compiled for those
of you who were unable to attend.

Instinct
Instinct allows the pilot to tell when something
is dangerous or her/his level of skill is being
exceeded.

Confidence
Knowing that you are going to win is extremely
important.
Without this sort of confidence the
pilot will not perform to the best of her/his ability.
If you think you are going to lose you will!

Steve commenced by pointing out that Australia
needs very much to raise the standard of its competition pilots if it is to regain its place as a
force to be reckoned with in international competitIn last year's Americas Cup Australia finished
ion.
last.
The competitors in this competition were the
36 best pilots in the world.
Australians placed in
positions 4, 22, 30, 31, 35 and 36.

But, these factors do not provide the complete
answer to winning competitions.
The following
aspects are qlso extremely important:
you must not drink alcohol for 3 days prior
to and during the competition
you must not take drugs .
Drugs and
alcohol will affect your judgements
eat three well balanced meals a day
get eight hours sleep a day
tune your kite so that it will provide its
best performance.
A well tuned kite can
be very critical
ensure that your instruments are accurate
and that you are used to flying with them
you must be very fit - a good test of your
fitness is being able to do 100 push ups
finally, you need to be able to steer the
glider well and to coordinate pitch.

In Australia pilots are fortunate enough to be
able to fly for 12 months of the year.
The cost of
flying is extremely ch~ap.
Fuel is cheap compared
to $1.50 per litre in Europe.
Gliders are only
$1,200 each instead of $1,800.
Harnesses are cheap
and the a.i r is free.
There is absolute 1y no reason
why Australia can't become the strongest hang gliding
community in the world.
The only advantage that
America has is their population of 250 million, from
which to choose their top six pilots, whereas Australia only has a population of 15 million.
However, if Australia's top pilots train together and
practise there is no reason why they shouldn't become the world's best.
This brings us to the question of what makes a
winning pilot? A number of factors go together to
make a winning pilot, including:

If you do all these things you will only be
equal to the other thirty pilots against whom you
will be competing.
This is when you need to start
trying extra hard, and particularly towards the end
of a race.

natural coordination
theoretical knowledge
calculating thought
instinct
confidence (fifth sense)

The most important factor is to be able to steer
the glider well and to be able ~o coordinate pitch.
How many of you, for instance, know how long it
takes to do a 360 0 turn? This is extremely important.
In a duration task if you do one more 360 0
turn in lift than your opponent you will beat her/
him by fifteen (15) seconds.
In a speed run if
you do one less 360 0 turn than your opponent then
you will beat her/him by fifteen (15) seconds.

Natural coordination
Intelligent people are not normally very well
coordinated, whereas boxers, who are not generally
known for their intelligence have amazing coordination.
The world's best pilots seem to be of about
medium intelligence .

All competitions will in future be one-on-one
competitions because this will make them far more
interesting for the spectators.
When you see one
glider in front of another glider it's very obvious
as to who is winning.
Organizing competitions so
that spectators can appreciate them will bring it
more publicity.
This will attract more sponsorship money to the sport.
It will no longer remain
an individual quiet happening.

Theoretical Knowledge
A good knowledge of meteorology is important so
that the pilot can formulate a general tactical plan
A knowledge of aerodynamics is
before takeoff.
important for optimum tuning of the glider .
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THE NEW 150 MEGAmWILL BE A POPULAR GLIDER

PHOTO:

Ian Jarman competing in the South African Masters Hang Gliding Competition held at Hartesbeesport Dam
in late April 1981. The power lines are between hi m and the landing area.

COMPETITION RESULTS:

Transvaal Hang Gliding Championships, South Africa, April 1981:
Ian Jarman, Australia--2nd; Steve Gilmour, Australia--6th.
South African Masters Hang Gliding Championships, April 1981:
Steve Gilmour--6th; Ian Jarman--9th.
Both pilots flew the latest Mega III from Moyes Delta Gliders.
The Me ga III is competitive by world standards.
in June and should do well in the competitions.

NOW AVAILABLE:

New, simple tow system.

Uses existing A-frame.

We're going overseas

Weighs 1.5 kilos.

This system is safer and easier than previous systems .
Phone the Moyes Factory 02-387-5114 .
**The Mega III is not yet certified under the U.S. Hang Gliding Manufacturer's standards.
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Do we really need all these competitions, you
might well ask? According to Steve Moyes competition is healthy and it is the strong who survive at
all level s on this earth.
The competitive nature
of people is seen at all levels in both sport and
business.
This is the way of the world.

In ridge racing the first kite to the lift will
get higher first.
The other kite will need to pull
on extra speed through the lift in order to catch
up.
The first glider will win.
This can be compared to two cars travelling to Byron Bay.
The
first car gets to the petrol station first and fills
up with petrol (energy).
The second car has to
The first
wait until the first car has finished.
car speeds off and the second car has to drive much
faster and use up more energy in order to catch up.
Or, alternately, the second car can spend less time
filling up with petrol.

The Steve r·loyes reci pe for success is not
necessarily a 'killer instinct' but a strong will to
win.
Everyone loves a winner!
Some people think
that if they are winning then everybody must hate
them, but it is simply a matter of jealousy.
This brings us to attitude .
If you hate someone then you will try harder to beat that particular
pilot.
This doesn't mean that you should go around
hating all your compe t itors ,
But, if a competitor
has said somet hing to annoy you t hen it will give
you something extra to strive f or to beat that pilot.
However, you can go too far with attitudes such that
your concentration may become unduly affected by
your atti tudes.

How then does the pilot train for and fly in a
one-on-one competition? One-on-one competitions are
e~tremely intense.
Flying hours and practice, partlcularly flying in compe t itions, are extremely
Most of the pilots flying in
important factors.
last year ' s Americas Cup had at least three years
and 800 hours of flying experience.
The flyer
should not be too smart, have reasonable coordination
and an attitude which is willing to learn by making
mistakes.

The real key to flying is concentration.
Talking to yourself will slow your thinking processes
down to a speed which is similar to the reaction
speed of your glider.
This is about one (1) to two
(2) seconds.
When flying a speed run to Mitchell
watch your variometer and verbalize what the needle
is reading, for example:

Ego, above all, is the self-motivating force
behind all hun~ns.
This is what wins competitions.
Flying with friends is the main thing for many
flyers.
You will always remember those ma9ic
days flying with other people.
But, this ts not
Comthe sort of flying which wins .competitions.
petition practice, in all types of conditions, and
motivation are far more important.
Australia needs
more competitions, such as the Cross Country League
Competition, if it is to regain its position in the
hang gliding world.
.

zero sink, 20 mph
200 down, 24 mph
500 down, 33 mph
200 down, 24 mph
100 up,
20 mph
300 down, 26 mph

Tactics in flight and being able to change your
tactics quickly are very important factors in international competition.
It is also extremely important
The difference beto stick up for your rights.
tween first place and second place could be one (1)
or two (2) seconds in a one-on-one competition, so
the pilot needs to be able to calculate in the air
by watching his/her instruments and by watching the
other flyer in order to change tactics when necessary.
Some flyers even carry thermometers in international competition.
The times are so close that
anything which gives one pilot even a slight advantage over the other pilot is worth trying.

You will need to adjust your angle of attack to the
type of air, sink or lift,
The kite will take on a
porpoising motion.
Concentrate on your instruments but make sure
that you are always aware of:
what your rival is doing
the point which you are trying to reach
the cloud which may have lift
Do all this, making sure that all the while you are
steering your glider accurately,

Accuracy is extremely important.
If you watch
an Olympic champion downhill skier she/he will
easily stand out from the crowd.
Wherea s everyone
else comes careering down the slope with arms moving, legs buckling and snow flying as they almost
miss the gate, the champion skies accurately through
the course with a faster time because she/he uses
less of the available energy to make the necessary
changes in direction.

Everyone does perfect landings, dropping out
of prone and landing with hands on the uprights.
Landings don't mean anything any more, except perhaps to separate the place getters .
Launch technique, however, can be extremely important.
A good
launch technique can mean more time i n lift in light
air a rd, therefore, the difference between winning
and losing.
Competitions are also often won on
protests.
So, if you think you can win on a protest or on a reflight then make sure you do, by protesting.

The same principle applies to hang gliding.
Gravity supplies the energy for your descent.
The
fewer corrections you make the less energy you will
use.
This principle applies only to open air flying.
Ridge races are different.

The ability to sight pylons accurately is also
very 'important.
Pylons are extremely difficult to
sight accurately from above.
It is important to be
able to cut as closely as possible to a pylon, without
being disqualified, in order to achieve a faster time.
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Competitions in Europe are more difficult to win
than those in the United States because competitions
are run every weekend.
On both continents all competitions are now cross-country competitions.
The
most difficult cross-country competition is the Owens
Valley (California) Cross-Country.
The Owens
Valley is 14,000 ft on either side.
The wind is
normally about 35 mph in the afternoon.
The toughest pilot surviyes and wins.
It is very definitely
an 'iron man' event.
The humidity is only 15%.
The pilot is in danger of freezing while flying at
any height and of dehydrating when on the ground.

Question 5
How can Austral"ian flyers improve their standards for overseas competition?
.
Flyers should get together as a team.
A flyer
wlll progress more quickly by flying with and against
other pilots .
Australia needs more hang gliding
c?m~etitions . to provide its pilots with more competltlon practlce.
Flyers need to fly against Australia's best pilots and al so to practice the types
of courses which are flown in overseas competitions .
"
Pil?ts also need to turn accurately.
Tow flylng provldes good experience in accurate turning.
0
0
A 45 bank is best in 360 turns.

During the course of the talk Steve Moyes showed
a number of films, including:
some terrifying film of parachuting from
the cliff at Yosemite National Park in the
States
aerobatics in powered aircraft
the Buffalo Nationals at which the level of
flying skill displayed was extremely high
towing at Cypress Gardens
competition flying in Europe
flying at Stanwell Park
flying in the tough Owens Valley cross
country competition

Ego is also extremely important in competitions.
Every competition pilot must realise that every other
competition pilot also has an enormous ego, as big
as yours, if not bigger .
If you realise this you
will be able to relate more easily to the actions
of other competition pilots .
Question 6
What is the most important thing to remember
in flying a one-on-one competition?

At the conclusion of the address the meeting was
opened up for questions.

Never leave your opponent.
Try and outfly your
Make sure your glider is at least as
opponent.
good as your opponent's glider.
If it isn't then
try and reach the lift first.

Question 1
Why does Australia do poorly in competitions if
the level of flying skill is so high and flying conditions are so good?
Australians do a lot of ridge flying which
gives them more airtime but, they have very little
competition practice.
At least 800 hours flying
time and three years experience is required for world
class competitions.
Australia needs more competitions

As usual the meeting concluded with films
drinks, choose and bikkies and some scintillating
conversation.
How about coming along to the next
seminar .
You may even learn something.
I know my
re ports are terrific.
But, you should really experience a NSWHGA Seminar in the flesh.
You'll
never be the same again!

Question 2
How useful is an airspeed indicator in competition flying?
The pilot relies a lot on an airspeed indicator
in competitions to optimize glide angle.
It can be
very important in close competition.

DENNIS PAGEN BOOKS

* Hang Gliding and Flying Skills

Question 3
How do you work out the best speed at which to
fly your glider?

* Flying Conditions: Micrometeorology
for Pilots

* Hang Gliding for Advanced Pilots

This is usually done by comparative flights.

NOW AVAILABLE!

Question 4
How important are hang glider manufacturers'
certification standards?

$7.00 each or 3 books for $20.00
Send your money to:
The Secretary
NSWHGA
PO Box 121
SUTHERLAND NSW

These standards are extremely important.
In
the United States you may only compete in a glider
which has passed the very exhaustive U.S. manufacturers' certification standards.
Gliders which have
passed these tests are very definitely safer.
A
lot of data has now been collected in these tests,
such that most gliders will now very clearly and
definitely either pass or fail the tests .
Competitions help to promote hang glider development and
performance.

2232

BE EARLY AVOID THE RUSH!
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Queensland News

9 Cardwell Street,
Redbank Plains, Qld.
Editor Skysailor,
It is with great disappointment that I have to
announce that the Qld. State regional titles were
called off due to bad weather conditions. We
intend holding the titles in the latter part of this
year when the weather can be more reliable.
The
Qld. Branch of the Department of Transport failed
to co-operate with the Q.H.G.A. -executive to finalize permission for the height clearance right up to
the day of the comp., even after the many efforts
of the compo organizers that tried every avenue to
resolve the hold up.

Steve Moyes doing a still wind take-off at the
Nobby during the Advanced Hang Gliding Course.

There is another course being organized in the
Christmas period or early January .so I hope to hear
from any pilots interested in taking part for any
further information.
I can be contacted on
2013453 or write to the above address.

The advance hang gliding course run by Steve
Moyes recently proved to be a great success and included seven days of learning and flying.
The
results of the course are as follows: 1st Bap
Romano, 2nd Scott Tucker, 3rd Graham Pukallus, 4th
Bozo Elly, 5th Rod Graham.
All of the above
pilots really appreciated the time and effort that
Steve gave us during the course.
We have all
noticed .the great difference in our flying and our
attitudes since taking part in the course.
We
hope Steve and Kim Butterworth enjoyed their stay
as much as we enjoyed their company. We hope to
see you both again soon.

Your State Co-ordinator,
.Graham Pukallus
P.S. To the many entrants of the comp., I don't
think the Glamorganvale Pub has witnessed such
a great time that was had by everyone on the
Saturday night for quite some time, and so we
hope to see you all again soon.

From left to right: Bozo Elly; Steve Moyes,
Kim Butterworth, Scott Tucker, Graham Pukallus,
and Bap Romano.

Kim Butterworth gets launch assistance in the
still air conditions at the Nobby.
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SAFETY TIPS
so

Sunshine Coast News

YOU FORGOT TO CLIP IN?!

It is not surprising to hear of and see hang
glider pilots injured or killed as a result of not
having hooked their harness into their glider,
because their straps are twisted, etc.

The monthly meetings of S. C.H.G. are now held
at the Royal George Hotel, Currie Street, Nambour,
on the last Thursday of the month.
All are welcome
to attend.

It is also easy to launch without a helmet, e.g.
Kevin Peterson. These mistakes can be fatal.

As we all know, the South-East Queensland Titles,
planned to be hosted at Nobby's over Easter was a
non-event.
Sue Carter of Em's Farm Flaxton, saved
the day by handing out drinks all round to many a
thirsty pilot.
Many thanks, Sue.

To take off in a powered aircraft or glider
without a cockpit check · is inforgivable, so why do
hang glider pilots whose lives may depend on
everything being in order, disregard this basic
procedure?!

After the collapse of the Titles at Nobby's, it
has been decided by the QHGA executives to hold the
Titles on the Sunshine Coast on the weekend of May
30th and 31st.
The competition will be held on a
moveable site basis, depending on conditions on the
day.
At least two rounds will be held per day and
tasks will also depend on conditions and sites on
the day.

I woul d 1i ke to submi t a suggested pre-take-off
check list that may save lives.
2 H's,

2 L's,

2 W's

as follows:-

1.

HELMET

Feel for helmet. Check that the
ch1n strap 1S done up.

2.

HARNESS

Look to see that it is cl ipped
in and the straps are not tangled
Give a good tug. Make sure!

3.

LOCATION

Look around the area you are
about to fl yin and look out for
other gliders, possible rotor
areas and any obstruction such
as trees, cars, people, etc.

LOOKOUT
(all clear)

Have someone look behind you to
see if anyone is coming in to
land or others are launching.

5.

WIND
DIRECTION

Check the wind direction at the
take off point.

6.

WINGS
LEVEL

Check the distance between the
wings and the ground.

4.

Mike Ashton has offered his services as coordinator of the competition.
Notification to
compete should be forwarded to Stan Roy by the 27th
May.
Phone (071) 459185.
~lS 12071 ChevallumRd.,
Palmwoods, 4555.
Fees will be collected on the day.
Briefing
will be held at Flaxton at 9.00 a.m. sharp, and
flying is expected to commence by 10.00 a.m.
Sue and Alf Carter of Em's Farm extend an
invitation to locals and visitors to the competition
to use the bar-b-que facilities at a B.Y.O. bar-bque on Saturday night.
There is camping on their
farm and at nearby camping and caravan parks.
Pt. Cartwright was disturbed by the sound of
lawn mowers when Stan Roy took his home made,
powered glider, a Big Mega with a tricycle undercarriage for a test flight at the end of April.

And, if all your checks are clear, then go man go!
Why not try it, the life it may save may be
yours.
Rob Hennig,
Maryborough,
QUEENSLAND

The successful flight took place in 25 knot
winds, flying 300 feet above sea level and landing
on the main Mooloolaba beach, 1 km away.
The
glider was foot launched without power and Stan
flew for several hours.
This form of glider would
prove useful on days of insufficient ridge lift.
For any information on Sunshine Coast sites
please contact any of our pilots below:
Stan Roy
Geff Robinson
Nichola Wallace
Alf Carter

459185
461332
441227
457265

We look forward to the success of the Titles.
We'll see you there!
SUNSHINE PEN
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NOBBY NOTES

Some say the most entertaining part of the
compo was watching a documentary, that included
hang gliding on a portable T.V. in the back of a
pick-up vehicle, at the landing area on Sunday
evening.

NO WIND
The failure of the competition at the Nobby was,
to me, the finest lesson in sportsmanship-comradeship
of anything I have witnessed in my life.
Second, by no means least, had to be the speed
run - personally challenged, between Bozo (Mega III)
and Paul (EF6).
The pylon was a wind sock on a
slightly sloping radial spur.
Bozo pointed a wing
tip at the sock, and flew - not at tree top level,
but in a radial gully down the slope at top speed to
a barb wire fence that surrounds the big landing
area, and with an undetectable hand movement took
him 300 mm over the obstacle to give a 90 second
landing and a large winning margin.

It was an interesting and educational weekend
for all, drag chutes included.
Special thanks to
international, interstate and suncoast flyers, who
gave us so much.
N.A.S .S.A. Member - Bruce See

To me Hang 4-5 elitis'm doesn't exist, (being
a new Hang 3).
Everybody helped everybody, it was
a cross-cultural occurrence, and because it was a
supposititious no compo weekend, the N.A.S.S.A.
club gave everybody (the stayers) their money back good one N.A.S.S.A.
The nights following were a typical rage and
shouldn't be mentioned ~xcept for Bapo and his
troublesome wart. (Bap helped keep everyone's
spirits high throughout).

LOFTY LmERI CKS
A hang glider pilot named Mark
Flew regularly at Stanwe1l Park
One day he got high
Flew tailwind to Dee Why
And soared Long Reef before it got dark.
,There was a young man from the bush
Who learnt to power hang glide in a rush
One day ,he flew so high
That his fuel ran dry
And he landed right back in the bush.
There once was a' fe110w named Bill
Took up hang gliding just for a thrill
Now he flies every day
That the wind is okay
And he lives in a nest on the hill.

'SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS
Stan Roy, , ms.12071 ChevaIlum Road.
PaImwoods 4555 phone 071- 459185
A PROFES$IQNAL HANG GLIDING BUSINESS OFFERING A COMPLETE RANGE OF SERVICES
- LEARNER SCHOOL - REPAIRS TO ALL MAKES - A COMPLETE RANGE OF ACCESSORIES TRADE-IN GOOD USED GLIDERS ON NEW, ALL BRANDS.

WANTED: Good used Gliders:
especially VK's, Redtails, 5% Maxis, Mega II's, Bandits, Wege A & Ill's, Orions.
As TRADE IN on New MOYES Mega II, Mega III and Big Mega II (held in stock) or SKYTREK Bandit, Wedge III or the
new Swift.
I've even been known to trade Gliders for New parachutes and Instrument Packs.
on reputable report.
TRY ME!

Also to trade Gliders sight unsee

New Haversack type Flying Kit Bag to leave hands free when carrying glider, Zip Top.
Streamlined Flight Deck fits H'Bird, Colver, Ball. Full Range Harnesses, Varios, Altimeters, Helmets.
GLIDER BAGS - Strong Shower Proof Cordura H.D. Full Zip -

$50.00

VELCRO GLIDER TIES - $1.70
CARABINERS ~

$6.00 Plain

-

$7.00 Lock

LOOPS - 12", 15", 18"

-

$4.00,

22"

-

$5.00

T SHIRTS - 5 colour prints, 2 Designs, Suncoast Hang Gliders, Hang Gliding - a Natural High,

BACK-UP PARACHUTES - Lightweight Thin Pack

- $320.00

- 9.50 Posted

LETTERS TO THE
Why did I approach learning that way?
EDITOR
could see that I was in the hands of well meaning Hl
rated unqualified teachers.
They hadn't explained
the advantage of paying a local club official the
temporary membership fee, so that I could feel bona
fide, amongst the local pilots immediately, rather
than until I had a membership number on my helmet
or feel obligated to attend the very next local club
meeting.
I believed that I had sufficient knowledge and caution to choose suitable weather and
slopes, have a safety observer nearby and progress
gradually within my capabilities.
The saga continues.
George Smith,
Stockton, N.S.W.
A LEARNER'S POINT OF VIEW
9 Highland Ave.,
Torrens Pk, S.A.5062.

19 Crown Street,
Stockton, 2295.

Sir,

In view of comments about lack of Hl-H2 news,
perhaps this letter from a beginner may be of
interest.
I had my first try at hang gliding when some
new friends took me to the favourite local coastal
After a couple of demo's they invited me
slope.
to "have a go".
I got clipped in, told to steer
straight into the breeze to the "beach" about 60 ft.
below and assisted to take off.
The kite was
ancient and sluggish with no battens.
The sail
rippled from L.E. to T.E. making a distracting
noise.
From my model glider experiences I had
made up my mind not to risk overshooting their
narrow beach as the rocks and surf looked too close.
I planned a gentle S to the wider section because
the wind was a bit off from what was obviously the
normal slope.
The take off was good, but then
came the mistakes.
I revelled in some lift taking
me up slightly but instead of pulling in I thought
to lose some lift by starting to turn.
In spite of
knowing there would be delayed response I pushed
further sideways.
When it did turn the ground
rushed up fast.
I pushed out moderately so as not
to over control but I couldn't believe how quickly
I dropped and hit, crushing a small bush, bending
the A frame and getting a bit of pain in one thigh.
I was much more afraid the second attempt but it
went well over my chosen course.
I landed on my
stomach though, but the next time on my knees and
eventually landed properly later in the day.

I would be most obliged if you will re-print
this letter taken from Dec. Mag. B.H.G.A. Wings of a
happy wife of an hang glider pilot.
This is my
last letter on this particular subject or it may
turn into a never ending sage of life.
Yours, Bill Thorneywork.
"HAPPY WIFE
Dear "Wings"!
After reading the article by Rex Grogan entitled
"Sexist Battles" ("Wings!" - Oct. issue) I'd like to
point out that there is another side to the story .
I am happily married to a hang glider pilot, which,
I suppose, labels me as an HGPW.
Since my husband
started flying my life's never been so good.
Oh,
I've carried the glider up mountains, played nose
wire-lady in the middle of winter with frostbitten
fingers, hung around chilly hilltops when it's
blowing a hooley, etc, etc ...
But I've also visited some beautiful parts of
the country and amazing country pubs, seen some
spectacular scenery and equally spectacular flying,
learnt to fly sailplanes. taken reels of interesting
photos, and discovered how to keep fit without trying too hard.
So, if there are any maggotty old HGPW's
around, as depicted in the article - get off your
backsides and give your man a bit of support, or
head for the divorce courts!
After all, he wouldn't
stop you from enjoying a sport of your choice .. .
would he?
You can't beat him, so why not join him try flying a hang glider or a sailplane and you too
will discover why he wants to fly.
Its magic .
The only argument we have about hang gliding is
who gets to read "Wings!" first.
P.S. Anyone interested in starting the British Hang
Gliding Pilots Wives' Association?
Applications
from non-moaners only please.
Mrs. Susan Yeoman
A Satisfied HGPW "

Later on I bought a used kite, had the manufacturer check and trim it, asked questions, watched
learners and experts, read Skysailor articles and
T.A.H.G.A. manual, posted away my membership and
taught myself to fly at dunes near home, where I
had learned to fly model gliders over the years.
Starting a few inches off the ground, straight and
fast, from gentle slopes in light breezes, graduating to greater heights and slower speeds from
bigger slopes in stronger winds.
After three
months I gained my Hl at the local popular site.
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Mt. Elephant proved a useful XC site, the flat~
lands surrounding it providing surprising potential.
Bruce Jackson's amazing distance during the Victorian Championships in December pointed the way to
greater exploitation of this site and I'm told that
Geelong pilots have had moderate succes·s this Autumn.
I should point out that this is the first year we
have been allowed to fly Elephant in Summer.
Once again, Big Rock Candy r·lountain (Warriga1
Rocks) and Thistle Hill did not live up to expectations.
Wes Hill, one of this season's improvers,
flew from Rock Candy to Flowerda1e.
But this was
really the only impressive flight from either site.

STUFF

A new site ~e~t of Melbourne has been opened _
offlcla11y and all Victorian pilots
wlll recelve new pages for their Site Book as soon
as negotiations are complete.
a~though ~ot

While ?ur well known thermal pilots like Col
Barry, Ber~le Beer and Bruce Jackson put in their
usual credltable performances this year, there are
some names worth watching coming up through the
ranks.
Steve Ruffels, organizer of the XC showed
excellent form at both Buffalo comps.
Newcomer to
t~e mo~ntains, Mike Cockburn amazed all and sundry
wlth hlS performance at the Victorian Championships
and was a ~ery creditable wind dummy at the XC.
Both Wes Hl11 and Ian O'Neil have excellent XC and
competition records for the season.
I'm also told
that.certain of our brethren at Ballarat have been
showlng the local eagles how it is done but not
much news fi·lters down the Western Hi gh~ay.
How
about some news fellas?

THAT WAS THE SEASON, .THAT WAS!
With Summer
and Fall gone it's the end of another and dare I say
it, the most successful soaring season we've ever had
in Victoria.
.
ON THE COAST the usual crop of Southerlies have
kept our ridge pilots setting new distance and altitude records, opening up longer stretches of coastline.
The run from Teddies Lookout to Wye River was
flown again.
In a spectacular flight, Mike
Escourt flew from Spion Kop to Lorne and back. Ewen
Fagan covered the distance from Bells Beach to
Urquarts Bluff with the help of a friendly convergAnd Bruce Atkinson relates in this issue how
ence.
he flew from Eumeralla to Jan Juc.

FLY-INS
The Committee would like to thank the two people
who turned up for the fly-in/rating weekend on the
West Coast over Easter.
We can only assume that
nobody out there really wants Hl or 2 ratings, hmmm?
The Safety Officers enjoyed a pleasant weekend Grass
Skiing, drinking, flying and enjoying West Coast
hospitality.. We'd also like to know if anyone
went to the Paps.
It wasn't on .. was it?
CONSTITUTIONAL VOTING CONSTITUTIONAL VOTING

The area of cliffs in the army base at Portsea
was closed, limiting the possibilities at Victoria's
most flown site.
INLAND, the early expectations of the old Wings
crew were realized in spades as Mt. Buffalo hosted
the second Cross Country Open and later the National
. Champi onshi ps.
~lhil e the Cross Country promi ses to
become an annual prestigious international event
with the prospect of sponsorship to allow a higher
quality of service in '82, it seems that Buffalo may
be the venue for more Australian Championships and
perhaps a World championship within 5 years.
It is
certain to be the proving ground for any changes to
ANO 95.8 as well as the source of many Australian
distance records once we have the freedom to fly
unlimited distance .

HERr's THE WORLD - fAMOUS
HAH6 GLIDER PILOT WALKING
10 HIS \.tA~16 GLIDER ...

Please, please (please) 'send in the voting form
we sent you.
It takes a 75% vote to change the
constitution . At last count (23-4) only 12 people
had sent their forms in.
And remember to sign it!
So please, please (please) get it in now (immediately!) .

WHfRE.'S M'f ALTIMETER?
·· "E YELLS TO I·US

frlE:C.HANIC.
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N\EC.HANKS HAVE A
WE\RD SE.NSE Of HO~OOR ...

EUMERALLA TAKEOFF
The takeoff from the on-top landing area at
Eumeralla has been providing some heart-stopping
launches lately.
We recommend that it be attempted
by H4 or advanced H3 pilots only.
And if you are
doing it for the first time, ask somebody who's
done it what the dangers are.
There is an area of
'dead air' just below and in front of takeoff (see
diagram) .

YOUR V.H.G.A. CONTACT SHEET.
General correspondence
Ra ti ng Forms
Skysailor Submissions

P.O. Box 400,
PRAHRAN,
3181.

Training Enquiries

Southern School of
Hang Gliding,
13, Yann Street,
PRESTON
Ph: (03) 445557

Fly-in Information
)
Important Announcements)

V.H.G.A. Vocaphone
(03) 517301

Offi ce Bearers:
President:
John McCarthy
Secretary:
Greg Withers
Treasurer:
PeterLissenberg
Safety Director: Dave Harding
TAHGA Co-ordinator: Craig Aitken
Editor:
John Reynoldson

517301
8763981
7255625
6996128
4293001

(a.h.)
(a.h.)
(a.h.)
(a.h.)
(a.h.)

VICTORIAN SAFETY OFFICERS:
AITKEN, Craig
BELFORD, Doug
GANE, Brian
GRIFFITH, Gilbert
HARDING, David
HILL, Wesley
KILPATRICK, Len
LISSENBURG, Peter
McCARTHY, John
O'CONNOR, Paul
0' NEIL, Ian
REYNOLDSON, John
STEELE, Rod
TANNER, Paul
VAN DER KLOOSTER, Robert

PROfiLE Of THE
On-lOP' TftK£Off
~1 tUM[I\~ll~ .
LOGO
You have probably noticed that the logo we are
using for the VHGA section of Skysailor is different
to the one you are used to from the old letterhead
and car stickers.
This is thanks to Barry Cooper
who will, we hope, be a prolific hang gliding
.
artist in the future.
T SHIRTS
The shirts for the Nationals have been printed.
If you ordered one or just plain want some momento
of the competition, ring Rod Steele on (03) 445557
during business hours and he'll tell you how much
(this includes interstate people).

Melbourne
Melbourne
Geelong
Bright
Melbourne
Melbourne
Geelong
Melbourne
Melbourne
Geelong
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Geelong

429 3001
493380
(052) 612123
699 6128
(052) 552718
725 5625
517301
(052) 751020
894163
445557
258148

..• A VISION OF MOTION ..•
By Chri sPacey,
N.S.W.
Pilot hang-gliding,
Hang gliding pilot.
Long superlatives,
To move through,
On and off the ground,
Some off the air.
Run fast,
And sure footed,
To fly fast and sure-winged.
You have to hang for a gi ide.
The pilot sees below him
A world of emotions.
'
He should feel in motion
With emotions,
,
Because his kite, and self
Are seen as an emotional pair.
I fly to be fair, and to share.
If ~ou are a hang glider pilot,
You 11 al ways feel 1 ike a refugee.

I.H.S.C.
MEETS AT BELLS HOTEL
MORAY ST, SOUTH MELBOURNE,
. FIRST TUESDAY OF THE MONTH
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SAFETY DIRECTORS REPORT
HANG II
Aim: To enable the pilot to fly safely at
sites-of medium height with potential for soaring
in normal winds: be able to recognise excessive
conditions: have sufficient knowledge of meteorology and aerodynamics to allow safe progression
to Hang III.

If you are a Safety Officer and have . been .
accidentally left off the VHGA Safety Offlcer 11st,
or, you wish to become a VHGA Safety Officer, please
contact the Safety Director via P.O. Box 400,
Prahran, 3181, or phone him on 699-6128.
To become a current Safety Officer, you must be
able to answer all of the theory questions on the
TAHGA rating forms with a 100% pass rate.

Recommended sites: Unobstructed hills of
maximum height - 300 ft.
Maximum slope 2:1.
Maximum winds - 20 m.p.h. coastal, 15 m.p.h. inland
(cold, non-thermal days), 10 m. p.h. inland (hot
therma 1 days).

If you wish to be an H4 rated Safety Officer
for example, you must answer the theory questions 100%
correctly for H1 through to H4.
It has come to our attention that a lot of
flyers do not realise what is involved i.n advancing
their rating.
Here is a brief summary of what
each rating involves.

Tasks may be observed by any pilot of minimum
rating Hang IV.
All tasks need not be carried out
before the same observer or on the same day. Tasks
should be observed on a Hang II site or one considered suitable by the observer.
Verbal examination must be conducted by one Safety Officer.

Tasks must be observed by two Safety Officers,
not necessarily at the same time. A11 · tasks need
not be carried out before the same Safety Officer
or on the same flight.
Tasks should be observed
at a site cons i dered suitable by the Safety Officer.

HANG III
Aim: To confirm that the pilot is able to
soar safely at intermediate (but not advanced)
sites in maximum range of normal conditions (non
thermal): has theoretical knowledge of the most
advanced sites and techniques.

First attempt at the verbal examination must
be jointly conducted by two Safety Officers. Pilots
who fail by not more than five points may be reexamined by only one Safety Officer.
HANG 1
Aim: To enable the novice pilot to fly safely
unsupervised at beginner's sit~s in undeman~i~g
conditions: be able to recognlse such condltlons:
maintain his/her equipment: understand his legal
obligations and have sufficient theoretical knowledge to progress safely on to Hang II.

Recommended sites: Height range 200 ft. to
800 ft.
Reasonable contours (not sheer cliff)
landing area unobstructed and visible from take-off.

HANG V
Aim: To confirm a pilot's ability as a flyer
of advanced skills and widest possible experience:
his ability to fly at any site currently in use and
know when it is safe to do so: his ability to
judge the criteria for assessing a new untried site:
his knowledge of AIR LAW, navigation and meteorology so as to enable CROSS COUNTRY flying to be
safely undertaken.

Recommended sites: Maximum height of hill 100 ft.
Maximum slope - 1 in 4.
Open aspect
with no obstructions and clear landing area. Maximum recommended winds - 10 m.p.h. inland, 15 m.p.h.
coastal (facing sea).
Tasks may be observed by ~ pilot of minimum
rating Hang III.
Verbal examination must be conducted by one Safety Officer, preferably at a location other than a flying site.

Pilots must hold approved Log Book showing
minimum of 30 flying days and 30 flights recorded
since attaining Hang IV.

HANG IV
Aim: To confirm that the pilot has all the
ski11s-required to fly safely at any coastal site
currently in use and understands the meteorological
conditions likely to affect such sites : has an
understanding of Air Law sufficient to allow safe
operation within designated Clearance Areas.

10 flights to show 1000 ft. of height gain
attributable to thermal lift only and witnessed by
any pilot of minimum Hang IV rating.
5 flights to
have been made from inland sites with launch 1000
ft. above landing (or such lower sites approved by
your State H.G.A.
Dave Harding,
VHGA Safety Director.

Tasks must be observed by two Safety Officers,
not necessarily at the same time.
All tasks need
not be carried out before the same Safety Officer
or on the same flight.
Tasks should be observed
at a site considered suitable by the Safety Officer.
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Dear Fly Paper,

I didn't quite make it where planned, instead I
dropped in over the higher cliffs on the right and
quickly descended due to the wind being so far off
at this point, but being a tail wind I quickly flew
along the lower parts toward -where the wind was more
on.
I had to work very hard back and forth to the
lower cliffs in a 30° off wind before I gained
enough height to get to the vertical cliffs to the
• left which were facing the S.E. more direct.
At
t~e st~ge ?f ~eing 40' above the beach scraping the
w1ng t1P w1th1n feet of the bushes and with the
ride in I was sweating and was very relieved to find
myself flying a few hundred feet above pt". Addis
cliffs.
From ~ere it was relatively easy to get to
Bells B~ach and then onto Jan Juc where I finally
landed 1n a vacant lot on the eastern side of Jan
Juc.

P.O. Box 446,
Ballarat, Vic. 3350.

Genera 11y I send very 1ittl e in the way of
articles to Flypaper or Skysqilor but after the
flight I had last Saturday at Eumera11a I feel I
have to put the events down on paper, apart from in
my log book.
Also, I would like to know if this
flight (following) has ever been done before by
another pi 1ot. *
13 December, 1980 . .The day started off here
in Ballarat very wet (fairly typical). The forecast was for showers, temp. 24° and S.E. winds 1015 knots veering tp south-westerlies of 20 knots
that night.
I fly an all white EF5 with ISAIAH
40:31 written on it (look it up) and being an EF5
I tend to have trouble setting it up and launching
on my own here at Ballarat on the bald hills.
Gary Hickson was away for the weekend (fellow I
normally fly with) so I thought I'd go down to the
coast certain of finding pilots there who could
Prior to leaving I rang Mike
help me launch.
Estcort of Jan Juc to get an idea of the most likely
place to go.
At the time he said there was a light
easterly blowing and Bells might be on.
I headed
uff for Bells Beach and when I arrived the wind was
off to the south east and it was pouring rain.
So
I drove to Eumeralla~ ' still raining.
I thought
I'd go and have a look at the take off at Spion Kop
but I found I couldn't drive up the back road
The rain had stopped so
because it was so mUddy.
I walked up, checked out the wind strength and
direction and went straight back to Eumeralla. There
was still no-one about so I set up and waited'
fighting the temptation to self launch as the'wind
~as so perfect.
At 2.15 a lady and her son pulled
1nto the car park and I asked them if they would
mind giving me a hand off. They were very wil ing
and after explaining exactly what I wanted ~ ot G
perfect launch; smack into a rain shower.
was
pretty wet as it was and I figured I may as ~Iell
be wet and flying as be wet sitting on the ground. '

. I asked some people if I might leave my hang
gllder in their yard while I hitch hiked back to
Eumeralla. They were suitably impressed with my
trip and drove me back to Eumeralla. themselves.
Apart from the rain and the soaking I got it was a
It was a pity there were no other
fabulous day.
fliers around to experience the conditions.
Anyway if anyone has ever flown from Eumeralla
to Jan Juc before coul? you please let me know.
Bruce Atkinson (formerly Bruce
Moore)
r-------~--------3UC.

Never before had I experienced lift like this
at Eumeralla.
Last weekend I was trying hard with '
Gavin Hill to get up 'near the clouds. This time
I was dodging them flying over and looking for gaps
to maintain sight of the coast, at one stage I was
sucked through one and could only see the reef over
the edge of it, the cliffs were completely obscured
as was the beach. Rather than dive back down
through the cloud I headed out toward the reef to
lose height.
I was within 50 yds of the reef before chickening out and heading back, only to find
I probably could have made it as I was gaining
height whilst heading back.
I tried a few times
but just couldn't get the nerve to go that extra
50 yds.
It's a long way out over open water and
I just couldn't risk a beach landing as the track
back up looked like a water way which would have
been great fun carting an EF5 up.
I flew down to
the boat ramp thinking it would be a great idea to
I had 300' above the
land on the footy oval.
boat ramp but then I remmebered something I thought
of earlier whilst very high above the on top landing area near red rock.
I was looking across toward Pt. Addis thinking: "at this height I could
probably just make it to the lower vertical cliffs
at Pt. Addis".
I worked up height and then flew
past red ro~k for about 300 yds and then headed
straight for the cliffs where the S.E. would be on.

TlD£ ~16-11T Ire!

POINT
ADDIS
RED ROo\

£IJMERALLA

~f IH'<l\.UVS'
A..IlEEF

SOAT

AHC,L£SEA
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HGFA Logo Competition

So what's in a Logo?
It needs to be simple,
easily reproduced, enlarged or reduced and contain
a single sharp idea, rather than a number of
confl i cti ng ideas whi ch serve to confuse rather
than en1 ighten.
And, in my book, it should be
such that it wi 11 reproduce c1 early in b1 ack and
white even if it has been desi gned in colour. It
also needs to be versatile so that it can be
reproduced in a variety of si tuations and si zes,
perhaps even with variatio·ns, and still remain
clearly recognisable.
Finally, it needs to
provide some idea of what it is to be a hang
glider pilot in Australia.

ONE MORE LOGO AND I'LL .••••..... !!
As you all probably noticed we printed most of the
entries in the r~arch issue of Skysailor which had
been received up until that date. We thought it
might spur other intrepid flyers into thinking, "I
can do better than that!" and, anyway we had two
empty pages to fill.
Well folks, it worked.
And How!

Unfortunately, TAHGA and HGFA do not have
unlimited money supplies.
We cannot afford to
have a logo which only looks good when it is
printed in five, or more, different colours where
each new colour involves a separate print run and
costs more than five times the price of a black
and white logo. A number of entries were of this
type. Therefore, they did not reproduce well when
they were pri nted in b1 ack and white in the 1ast
issue of Skysai10r

We had planned to print all the remaining entries
in
the
May
issue
of
Skysailor
but,
unfortunately, or fortunat~ly for us, there are
too many. Therefore, I have selected a few of the
more easily reproduced logos, which have been
received since the March issue went to print, at
random for thi s issue.
Pl ease accept may
apologies if yours ~as missed out. It's just that
we have recei ved so many.
Up until the time of writing we had received 47
different logo entries from 213 budding artists.
Is it small wonder that I wake up at night
screaming "No, please, not another logo, anything
but that!!".
These numbers, of course, do not
include numerous variations on a theme.

So how is the logo competition to be judged. You
might well ask!
It seems that there could be as
many preferences for a parti cu1 ar logo, as there
are members of the combined TAHGA/HGFA Executive,
as there are members of TAHGA.
Anyway, you'll
know which logo has won when you see it printed on
the front cover of Skysai10r, when the judges have
finally reached thelr declslon.

Many of the arti sts have gone to an i nordi nate
amount of trouble in drawing up their logo
entries. It seems a pity that everyone can't win
a prize.
We have black and white logos,
multi-coloured logos,simple .10gos and some very
intricately detail ed logos and a few logos which
seem to say "yes well, haven't I seen you
somewhere before". But, then I'm told that some
of the world's best logos could be described as
sort of borrowed and, perhaps improved.

No more logos, please!
OLGA WHITE

L.M. Sinclair

Eva and Bill Carman

Dennis Hhite
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by

Kim Stanton-Cook

Wi ngs Whipstall

HANG GLIDING FEDERATION

of

AUSTRALIA

Arthur Armour

Stewart Morgan
Brian Wholohan

B.

Bruce Lee

~Ialmsley
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ANOTHER STAHLEY FLY-IN
The TasManian H.G.A.
1981 over the 14

Ian has had the pleasure of being posted to
Smithton to teach this year.
Nice and close to
all the flying, but oh so ...... , in the winter!

held its first fly-in for
15th February weekend.

It was only a few km. to Smithton, and we all
adjourned there. Easier said than done, however.
Smithton is well spread out, and those following
Ian soon dashed out in front, leaving Charles and
I far behind.
We were finally put on the right
track by a shop keeper and were subsequently
rescued by Ian's fl atmate who was drivinQ around
1 ooki ng
for
us.
We
either
need - better
organisation, two \~ay radios, or both!

Many of us travelled to the camping area at
Brickmaker's Bay on the Friday morning. I set off
at mi dni ght after fi ni shi ng afternoon shi ft, and
arrived about 2.30 a.m.
We were pl eased to have Peter Meredith and hi s
wife Sue out frOill South Africd visiting.
Peter
brought his gl;rler with him, another Atlas lookalike, which flies very well.

We all made merry at Ian's and crawled off to bed,
ready for a relatively early start.

The Green Hills slope was off, and so we all moved
to a beach facing NE, which has a continuous line
of 6 - 8 ft. dunes runni ng for about 1km.
The
wi nd was steady, but about 25 knots, so the small
dunes were quite soarahle. Charles Mace, flying a
prototype Wedge 160 put up a good showing. My own
Chevron was also at home.

Next day was almost identical to the previous
afternoon, except the wind had increased slightly.
Tony Hart and Raymond Davies had arrived for the
day, and in between other fl ights, Ian and I took
them down onto the dunes below for a practice
session.
It was unfortunate that there were no
hills about mid-way on the scale between the Green
Hi 11 s and the dunes.
Both of them are close to
their first real attempt at soaring, but were not
confi dent enough to attempt the 1arger hi 11 .
If
they persevere, it is only a matter of combining
the conditions and the day to see them both
soaring safely and confidently.

It was a while since I had flown.
The same must
have been true of Charles, as we kept flying
during a few squally patches of unpleasant (,ain.
We were ably assisted by Charles t~uggeridge, Peter
and some interested bystanders.

The wind eventually went off to the E, and we
moved to another hill, about 150ft. wi th paddocks
in front. The two Charles, Peter and I all flew,
but it was a bit bumpy and the wind continued to
veer to -the east, so after packing up, and
grabbing a quick lunch, we retired to the Green
Hills slope.

Peter Paul sen made a second soari ng fl i ght, thi s
time rising well above the hill, and making good
turns.
Unfortunately, hi s 1andi ng wasn't quite
where he wanted, but with more practice, he should
be able to avoid turbulence and rough patches when
bottom landing. No damage was done.

This is about 350ft. and very steep. The wind was
still very strong but smooth, and wi th a wi re man
to assist, none of us had any troubles. The hi gh
poi nt of the day was when Peter Paul sen, who has
been practising steadily, made his first soaring
flight in his trusty CB 200. He flew for about 10
mins., looking very steady, then flew out to a
bottom landing.

In all, it was our most successful fly-in so far.
Everyone enjoyed themsel ves to the full and the
flying was the safest and steadiest I've seen
anywhere.
I'm looking forward to organising our
next one soon.
Thank you all those who took part.

Ian Burleigh was exercising his VK2, and completed
hi s
strong wi nd
1aunch
and
1and i ngs,
and
consecutive 360's to secure his H4. Ian is a very
steady flyer, and is planning to move up to a
newer glider soon.

Allan Coates,
TASMANIA

Charles Muggeridge, whom we haven't seen much of
lately, had several very steady flights with the
Chevron, and was handl ing it very well.
Want to
buy a kite Charles ..... ?!

. .. CO-OPERATE TO OPERATE .•.

About thi s stage, we began to thi nk about tea.
No-one was very keen to go off to the campi ng
area to cook so a del egation was appointed to go
to the Stanley Hotel to secure tea for everyone.
When we arrived, and were all seated, it was
discovered
that
someone
had
not
counted
accurately!
It was past 7 p.m. and the Hotel
staff were very patient in sorting out extra
plates for those who had Missed out.
Those
responsible bore up to the ribbing well, it Must
be recorded!

Dear reader let's co-operate.
My poems are words to operate.
My words are of some flying times.
My sometimes are words,
Your mind observes.
My written words,
My feelings heard.
I've flown with some birds,
I have no feathers,
But, we're seen together,
And we think, whatever!

By Chri sPacey,
N.S.W.
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phone Stubby (09) 277 9841
29

Great Eastern Hwy.

South Guilford, 6055.
Western Australia

FLIGHT DESIGNS
SAFETY SYSTEM

STATISTICS

weight ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4.5 pounds

fabric weight ............••.•.••...•••••.....••..•........•......•...•.•. 1.1 oz./yd.2
area .•..........•.••••........•...••.•••••.•.••••.••..•.•••..••..••••••••••••• 210ft.2
diameter ••.....•......•...•..............•...•.•.••...•......•...••..••.••••.• 26 feet
number of gores (panels) ....•••••••••••••••.•.•••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 20

number of 1 ines ...••••.••••••••.••••••••........•••.•.•.•••••••••.• 20, braided darcon
suspension line strength ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 250 pounds

bri dl eli ne ••....•.••••••.••••••.•••••••..••.••••.••......•••••••• 3/4 tubul ar nylon
bri dl e 1; ne strength .•••••.•••....••.•.•........•..•.••••••••••••••.••••• 2,000 pound s
11

canopy shape •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• aerocon i cal
packed si ze ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 9" x 11 1/211 x 411

material specifications .....•.••.....••.............•.•.••.....•••• lower 2/3 is MIL C
7020 "lo-po"
upper 1/3 is F1-11
zero poros i ty

S 310. 00

Each parachute and container is thoroughly inspected and stamped prior to shipment.
Factory workers at *"Security" review each seam by using "light tables" - illuminated
surfaces whi ch hei ghten detail and ai d inspecti on. Panel s are numbered one through
twenty to aid repacking. And finally, each parachute is stamped and given a serial
number to further assure quality control.
*Security Parachutes, Inc.

DAY TWO:

Buckland Gap launch site was used and due to
restrictions imposed by Transport Australia (that
is, height clearances for only 50km.
from
Buffalo) most competitors were scratching their
heads as to how to clock up a decent distance when
the maximum downwind leg possible was about 20kms.
Most pilots opted for a dog leg or triangle course
(as two photographed turnpoints were permissible
on this day) to stay legal but still manage a
reasonabl e di stance.
Unfortunately, the 15 knot
southerly put paid to a few of those pl ans. Gl en
Woodwa rd ended up wi th a 35km fl i ght utili sing 2
turnpoi nts, with Steve Ruffl es and Rob de Groot
managing
30kms
with
a
simple
dog
leg.

REMINISCENCES OF:
t1t. Buffalo Cross Country
December 28th 1980 - January 4th 1981
Mt. l3uffalo is a granite lump on the fringes of
the southern hi ghl ands in northern Vi ctori a.
It
is perhaps Australia's most consistent thermal
site providing a range of challenging conditions.
Unlike the Owens Valley in the United States, the
Owens Valley at Bu ff al o's hase. is green and lush,
with pine untj eucalypt forest ed spurs and ridges
cr i ss cross in g the surrounding cou ntryside.
Its
sheer cl iffs face North East and begin to cook
early, well before the flat lands and valleys have
started produci ng -Ii ab 1 e 1 ift.
A fl i ght of 5
hours in the Owens can produce 80 miles while here
5 hours is a lot of scratchi ng and skill ful route
selection to gain 40 miles.

Trying to cut crosswind left a lot of top flyers
tryi ng to penetrate through heavy si nk between
cloud streets and usable ri dges.
Fi rst round
placings were:
Woodward, Ruffles, de Groot,
Jarman, R. Duncan, Mathewson.

DAY THREE:

Thi s year proved it to be a val id test of X-C
skill and with more prize money and a realistic
cl earance from Transport Austral ia next year it
should produce a World Class Competition on par
with the standard of the Classic and Lachens.
DAY ONE:

POST FRONTAL

Back at Buffalo conditions at launch were mellow
but the wind dummies soon showed that good strong
1 ift was around with a corresponding amount of
good strong sink which left two flyers in the
forest and either a tree climb or a hike out. The
conditions were totally different today, blue
skies, no 'Cu's' and a slight S.L drift and the
full 50km. circle to use. One turnpoint only was
allowed today (and for the remai nder of the meet)
but it had to be at least 20km. from launch to
prevent ridge running to score distance.

A STORMY START

Conditions were doubtful and storms associated
with a strong front closed down competition flying
for the day, although some free flying was had
late in the afternoon.

A pilot sp rints down the take-off of Mt. Buffalo.
His competitor has gone off just ahead. The Burrs
is behind the tree in the right of the picture.
Photo by Paul Murdoch.
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A flyer was packing up his glider when a passer-by
stopped to sign his landing verification and
remarked that he didn't realise Mitsubishi made
hang gliders; as there climbing into the Victorian
sky was the red and whi te Mi tsubi shi Mega fl own by
Mathewson. He was in hot pursuit of Rick Duncan,
who had left Jarman pl ummeting in sink.
Meeting
up a coupl e of hours and different turnpoi nts
later, they won the day with flights of 60kms.
Chris McDonald and Ray Chatfield, landing at the
1 aunch si te at Buckl and's Gap, took out the next
places with Jarman and Woodward filling in the
lower order places.
The standings now were
Duncan, Mathewson, Woodward, Jarman, de Groot and
Gilmour.

DAY FOUR:
Buffalo and a cloudless sky saw weakening
conditions creating problems with finding lift
away from the mountain.
Experience seemed to
count for a lot today and inconsistency was
rewarded with a
quick
drop
in
standings.
Ma thewson sc ratched away toward Bri ght and was
sucked up the Harrietville Valley, eventually
coming up against the solid wall of Mt. Hotham and
nowhere to go for a respectable 37kms. A lot of
pi lots headed north hoping to find conditions like
yesterday, but soon discovered the flat lands
weren't working.
Jarman followed Mathewson to
Bri ght, then keepi ng eyes peel ed for maraudi ng
eagles, cautiously worked the forested ridges of
Tawonga Gap, then with a sigh of relief, (as the
inversion sat only 1500ft. above the forest)
jumped into the Kiewa Valley for a fl ight of
52.7kms. Woodward once again put in a good flight
but Ri ck Duncan even with two attempts was not
able to get too far .
Positions now were
Mathewson,
Jarman ,
Woodward and R.
Duncan.
Conspicuously absent from the top pl acings were
Moyes and other experienced X-C pilots like Shane
Duncan, Bernie Beer, Rick Martin and Bruce Jackson.
DAY FIVE:
Buffalo again, with the inversion higher and the
face worki ng early.
Steve Powter fi nally worked
it out with an out and return distance of 58.5kms.
Jarman and Mathewson figuring an early start meant
a longer flight found conditions under-developed
away from the mounta in and Mathewson cored good
sink behind Porepunkah Hill (twice).
Reports had Jarman on the ground not far beyond
Mathewson , but with pine needles in his eyes
enough kms. were eked out to save a drop in
standings.
Meanwhile, five pilots specked out
over Tawonga Gap with Moyes at the lead.
He
managed to dump the gaggl e on the west si de of -the
Kiewa Valley to take his turn point at Mt . Bogong
and head for Mt. York , Jarman's landing point of
the day before.
Back in the pub reports trickled in; - Woodward
was found and Powter was above the pub radioing
for directions over the gap but no word of Moyes.
John Reynoldson flew in from Harrietville with a
good out and return of 48. 5kms. Later that ni ght
Moyes clocked in with a dog leg distance of
95.8kms. , landing just legally inside the 50km .
border and a 15km . lead on Jarman.
The ever
consistent Woodward remained a few kms. behind
Mathewson who was hanging on to the money like a
true scot.
The weather now turned bad and
unfortunately no more round s coul d be achieved .
The statistics ..... There were 230 clean take off's
from the rather demand i ng Buffalo launch , a total
of 2941kms. were flown in scored competition
rounds .
Everyone stayed within the Transport
Australia 50km . limit , proving how responsible
hang gl i de r pil ots can be, but at the same time
showing how restrictive that limitation was. ·On
every day pilots could have flown better distances
by crossing that border to fly downwind.

Looking along the ridge at Bucklands Gap from
a great height. Photo taken from the glider
by Paul Murdoch. Note the four gliders below.

The simplicity of the meet ensured lots of
enjoyable air-time as well as providing sponsors
with their money's worth.
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Fi na1 standings and prize money \~~ f.t" to:-

1.

S. Moyes
I. Jarman
P. Mathewson
4. G. Woodward
5. R. Duncan
6. S. Powter
7. J. Reynoldson
8. B. Rushton
9. S. Gilmour
10. R. White
1I. IL Jackson
12. B. Beer

2.
3.

t~ega III
Mega III
t1ega I I
Mega II (190)
r~ega I I I
Bandit
E.F. 5

came up I heard one say "Give it another hour . "
asked Jim what the hold up was, apparently we were
waiting for the sea breeze to come in. According
to Jim, you could almost set your watch by the sea
breeze.

$600.00
$350.00
$150.00
$ 50.00
$ 50.00

Sure enough, the breeze came along and there was
movement on the hi 11 . The first chap was off and
up before I rea I i sed what was <:Joi ng on.
He
climbed up until he really looked like a bird. By
this time Jim was ott, closely followed by three
others. The take-off looked si mp 1 e enough - two
steps and away. As I watched these ki tes 9 Ii di ng
to and fro, I started thinking how I'd like to be
up there but Jim had already told me that it took
quite a bit ot practice and tenaciousness to get
to the standard to be able to fly off this hill .
Sti 11 one can dream.

~,'ega II
Mega II
Jabberwocky
Mega II

PASSENGE R
I watched J im land, rather l i Ke a pelican with his
legs down. He came over and asKed if I would liKe
to go ott.
Thl nk i ng he meant on my own .
I
laughed. No he meant me to go up with hi m, now I
laughed nervously.
It is one thing to dream of
somethi ng exciti ng but actually doi ng it is
another thi ng.

It \~as a lovely sunny day with a few white clouds
drifting slowly across the vivid blue sky. There
weren · t many cars on the road but I was in no
hurry. I had allowed mysel f two days to get down
to see my sister and her brood. I had not hitched
in about 6 years and though I had a vehicle, I
decided that it might be interesting to hitch and
meet some new people. The trouble with living and
work i ng in the city is that you can become so
engrossed with your small circle of friends you
forget there are other sides to this life on
earth. Hence I decided to hitch.

I was set up in a harness and helmet and "clipped"
in, Jim was in his own harness and clipped in
beside me. Everything seemed a bit awKward as we
shuttl ed to the edge of the hi 11 •
Some he1 pers
were holding the wires to steady us, Jim was
holding the bar and I was holding Jim with one
We started
hand and the bar with . the other.
running or rather Jim started running and I
bumbled along half a step behind, I couldn ' t see
much as my helmet was askew and I was looking at
Jim's back but I cou1 d feel we were going up rather 1 ike an el evator. Under Jim's di recti ons,
I swung up into "Prone " which is aKin to lying on
your stomach and the view was breath taKing. Jim
swung up bes i de me and started to show me around.
According to his altimeter we were at 1200' above
the sea which was crashing on the rocKs below.
We tlew up the coast and passed a beach with
little dots out just beyond the surf.
I asked
what they were - surfers - and we saw a sharK
The sea was brilliant
basKing on the surtace.
turquoi se with beautiful whi te breaker 1 ines
separating it from the rich green landscape. Was
it my imagination or were the colours brighter?
We passed a couple ot kites flying bacK and Jim
decided it was time for us to return also.

Throwi ng stones at si gnposts can on1 y amuse for a
certain time and having spent the better part ot 2
hours in this passtime I was much relieved when
this old van started slowing down.
The chap
behind the wheel was smil ing at me.
"Where you
headed?".
"Oh South", I answered.
"Hop in".
I
hopped in and as I belted up I took a closer look
at my host.
He was in hi slate 20 ' s or early
3U's, unshaven but clean and his hair though short
was allover the place. He had an executive air
about him which belied his old clothes and
I 1 earned as we drove along
unshaven appearance.
that he was an insurance executive on the third
day of his five weeks annual holidays. He was a
hang glider pi lot and had decided to go on a han<:J
gliding trip.
We II, I had never met a flyer of thi s type before,
in fact, I had never even seen it in real 1 ife.
Jim, as my new found friend was called asked if I
woul d 1 ike to tag a long for the day.
Wi thout
heSitation I said yes, my only regret being I had
not brought my camera.

As we lined up on the field, which seemed very
small, we swung out of prone and I was manoeuvred
to the rear of Jim, once aejain blotting out what
was going on in front. I felt the ground under me
as Jim put us down with scarce I y a bump and the
most incredible experience of mY life was over.

We drove on for an hour wi th the stra ins of Pi nk
Floyd oozing from the tape deck. ,Jim was telling
me about hang gl i di ng and how he had gotten into
it some six years ago.
I had always - thought Of
hang gliding as a dangerous sport but here was an
apparently sane, norMal '1uman bei ng who had
survived six years ot it.

I I eft Jim, who was
road again. Somehow
trip was going to be
once again throwing
si gnpost, I doubted
would be the same.

We arrived at the "site" anrl met a dozen or so
other flyers who all seemed to know Jim. He took
hi s "ki te" ott the van and started "setti ng up".
As
I watched
this
long
cylindrical
thing
unfolding, I was reminded of a buttertly escaping
trOin its cocoon.
The kite was soon set up and
ready to go but as yet no one was fl yi ng.
The
flyers were standing in a circle talking and as I

goi ng back up, and hit the
I doubted it the rest of the

the same.
In fact as I was
stones at the unsuspecting
whether the rest of my 1 ife

Somehow, I had the feeling that I would be seeing
Jim again, but next time I would be in the air in
my own ki teo
VEE DHUI:l
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Entries will start 1st September and close 31st
October.
So, lTYou are going overseas, ensure
that you send your application in on time, as this
year there will be no exceptions for late comers.
Tell your friends sothey won't have excuses such
as 'I didn't receive my Skysailor etc'.

PLAN AHEAD FOR
MT. BUFFALO CaMP.
December 27th - 2nd and 10th - 16th January

At this stage entry fees look like being $30 per
flyer.

This is the 1st of 3 articles to be printed in
Skysailor to give pilots adequate time to prepare
themselves.
After the success of the past 3
competitions held at Mt. Buffalo, the X-C has been
established as Australia's answer to the Owens
Valley X-C. Because of the ever increasing number
of flyers coming to Mt. Buffalo, it has been
decided to run 2 competitions of approximately 50
pilots each . The 1st competition will be the main
X-C.
It wi 11 be made up of 50 Hang 5 pil ots
selected on past X-C experience and previous Mt.
Buffalo X-C performance.

These competitions will have stricter safety
guidelines. The main one being launch procedure.
Ony one type of launch technique will be allowed.
Thi sis the standard Mt. Buffalo method of havi ng
the downtubes resting on your shoulders and
holding them.
So long as you don't grab hold of
the control bar until you are airborne, you'll get
off every time. You've got 8 months to practice .
If you can't do it properly - don't come.

The other competition, a week later, will be of
exactly the same format, except it will be open to
Hang 4 pil ots.
Although not as gl amorous as
winning the main competition, it will still give
pil ots a chance to fly the best X-C country in
Australia to help them to qualify for the next
year's X-C.
These competitions will be scored on an Olympic
scoring system: the longest daily flight or task
will be awarded 1 point and the shortest 50
points, etc. However, there will still be prizes
for the longest flights made.
have unl imited Transport
Hopefully, we will
Australia cl earance in uncontroll ed ai rspace,
hence the reason for Hang 5 qualifications.

MOUNT

BUFFALO
Acceptable launch technique which will be
mandatory for next year's competition.
TA>(£OFF

If you have any enquiries or suggestions write to
me:
Stephen Ruffel s,
Lot 23 Kirkwood Court,
MONTROSE . VIC. 3765
Home Ph.

(03) 728-2778

The main article on entry requirements, etc., will
be in either the July/August issue of Skysailor,
so make sure you don't miss it.
Until then,

FRcM

VH&rA

Sa fe Soari ng

Stephen Ruffels,
MONTROSE VICTORIA

SITE ~ol(
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NEW SOUTH WALES HANG GUDING ASSOCIATION
P.o. BOX 121. SUTHERLAND. N.S.W. 2232.

Lennox Head, Byron Bay.
Pilor experience: On and off about 4 years
Experience of type: Not known
Injuries: Severe lacerations to left knee, possible
concussion.

SAFETY REPORT
Mt. Keira
The Wollongong H.G.C. has completed negotiations with D.O.T. and has received clearance 'for
hang gliders to operate in the area from Brokers
Nose in the north to Mt. Kembla in the south with
a 3000' height clearance. This area is 3 km wide,
east and west of a straight line drawn between these
two points.
The only official take off points for this area
are (1) Stanwell Park, (2) Mt.. Keira.
The only official landing areas are (1) Stanwell Park, (2) Wollongong University oval.
Only pilots with "Hang 4" and above and with
serviceable altimeters are allowed to fly in this
area.
This area borders the City of Wol10ngong,
therefore only experienced pilots should fly this
area as any small incident could cause this area to
be banned to all flyers.
The take off at Mt. Keira is definitely Hang 4
and above.
Two recent incidents at this take off by
inexperienced pilots has made this rule mandatory .
So for your own safety do not even consider flying
Mt. Keira unless you have at least 6 months Hang 4
experience.

Details: Pilot was assisted at T.O. by the only
other pilot present, who was a visitor who had as
yet not flown this site. .Pi10t appeared to know
the site although his glider appeared very scruffy,
i.e. rusty nuts and bolts, frayed bottom front wire.
Frame and sail appeared in reasonably good condition.
Pilot launched cleanly and entered prone
smoothly. Turned east into a quartering headwind,
and was seen to . be flying very slowly. As he passed
in front of, level with the top of and approximately
20 m out from a small quarried section on the lip of
the ridge, a 'bubble' lifted his left wing, turning
him toward the hill.
At this point the glider
stalled the right tip and the glider rotated around
approximately 120 0 and struck the bottom of the 6 m
deep quarry.
Impact appears to have been taken on
the L. wing.
Pilot didn't fly regularly.
Apparently mistook high horizontal component for lift.
This is
only a small ridge which degrades lift very fast as
the wind swings off.
Large uneven bushes create
mechanical turbulence close to the ground . He was
flying very slowly and soon as the glider was rolled
by the 'gust' it slipped crosswind and stalled the
right wing.
At this point the glider passed below
the witness ' view.
Witness aided pilot, who was
driven to hospital by his girlfriend, then packed
up the glider .
It is not known at this point, if
the glider was out of trim, a possibility judging
by the description of the glider's condition.
Witness: "I wouldn't have flown it ". However, he
had flown this site in similar conditions the day
previously - slightly stronger.

Kurne11 (Training area)
I have recently received a report about Hang 4
pilots skylarking (play on words) to try and
impress beginners at this site.
Remember Task 11
of a Hang 4 rating is: Pilot is known to have consistently demonstrated a safe and responsible
attitude, both in his own flying and to other pilots
and members of the general public.

Comment: Always fly with enough speed to be able to
fly through bad air without stalling.

This reminder also includes certain pilots at
Stanwe11 Park who think by playing the clown while
flying they impress other pilots and the general
public.
When in fact all that it does is show them
to be the idiots that they really are.
Accidents:
Booti Booti, Pacific Palms.
Pilot experience:
year 10 months
Experience of type: Two flights
Details: In pilot's own words "lack of judgement".
Pilot tried to cross a gap from take off without
sufficient height to make the landing area if he
did not get up after crossing the gap.
Pilot
landed tailwind into bottom of hill.
No damage
to himself only a bent A-frame upright on the glider.
Comment: Always leave enough room for errors in
judgement . Don't make double errors and not leave
enough room.

Menangle.
Pilot experience: 3 months.
ExperiencE of type: First flight
Type: ~lega I I
Number of flights at this site: First
Terrain: Grassy slope
Details: Pilot launched cleanly then instead of
flying his kite he started looking for his prone
foot stirrup.
Glider banked up, started to stall,
pilot still looking down for stirrup.
Glider impacted the ground after severe stall with pilot
still pushing out ;
30

Comment: It often amazes me why people want to
Flying prone does not
rush into flying prone.
make you an experienced pilot.
This pilot only had limited experience, had
never flown this glider before and had never flown
this site before.
This to me just looked like an
accident trying to find somewhere to happen and did.

81~,,_U p."J,

So to all those people who want to go prone,
how about waiting until you know your glider, have
flown the site many times, ask a Safety Officer or
know an experienced pilot to help you, and above all
do not look down for your foot stirrup.

C/O SIGAIHll PGI'k p..,
STAN~JELL

Well that is all for this month.
Rod Stevens,
NSWHGA Safety Co-ordinator.

Sports House.

Subject:

To revie~1 Paul Van Hoff's fatal accident
at Talbingo.
A short film will be shown
of the accident.
Careful scrutiny of
this film will show that several of the
theories about this accident are wrong.
There appear to be at least four major
factors which contributed to the accident.

REPORT

The Club very much appreciates the art work
of Ray Firth who spent a considerable amount of
time and effort in organising these T-shirts for
the competition.
I think all will agree that he
did an excellent job.

N.S.W.H.G.A. SAFETY OFFICERS MEETING

Place:

Ki eran Tapse 11
(Secretary)

There will also be discussion of the
rating scheme and other matters affecting
safety in the sport.

NSWHGA

2509

Just a further reminder that Club meetings are
held on the first Sunday of each month at either my
place at 19 Stanwell Ave., or Rod Stevens' place,
14 Beach Road,
We still have about 30 of the
competition T-shirts for sale at $7 each if anyone
is interested.

P.S. Welcome new Safety Officers F. Brooks, R.A.A.F. Base, Williamtown.
Rob de Groot, Surry Hills, Sydney.
Ian Hird, Federal, Byron Bay.

Monday, June 15, 7.30 p.m.

~

Last month I mentioned the meeting of Safety
Officers at which it was decided that Hang 2 pilots
who wish to fly off Stanwe11 must have logged "his
30 fl ights on 20 different days".
Unfortunately
this was a mistake and it should have read, "30
flights on 10 different days".
It is also a requirement of the Hang III rating that 10 of those
flights are to be at least 15 minutes duration.
I hope not too many Hang 2 pilots were discouraged
by the imposition of this inaccurate information.

You should have your stirrup adjusted so that
when you take off it is just in front of your knees
so that you can feel for it with your legs not your
hands, and then take it very easy.
Do not try and
soar just glide to the landing area and feel out a
few sma 11 turns.

Time:

.IItMt; f/IIJI-J flIMJ·

Calendar

Seminar
7.30 pm, Fri day, 15 May 1981
Sports House
"First Aid"
NEED A RATING:

The speaker will be Ms Nelson from the St
Johns Ambulance Association.

CONTACT NSWHGA TRAINING OFFICER
Rob de Groot on 698 8584.

SCintillating conversation and the usual
light refreshments will be served
afterwards.

Rob will give you the names and telephone
numbers of the nearest Safety Officers.
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COMMENTS BY THE WINNERS OF THE N.S.W. COMPo
1st Place:

3rd Place:

Steve Moyes --Mega III

Rick Martin---Swift

"I didn't think the competition would be as good
as it was. I expected southerlies so that all
the tasks would be speed runs but the conditions
were variable so that many types of tasks were
possible."

(After taking out a written speech amid hoots of
laughter.) "I thought the skill level of all the
pilots improved over the week. Also, this competition proved that this area is capable of handling
an international competition. The biggest surprise
was Mt. Keira. I always said that the place was
no good and I'd on ly flown there once."

"The best task was the cross-country from Mt. Kiera.
No one had done it before. It was unique because
it was half thermal and half ridge lift."

"The ab i 1i ty of Rod to ca 11 accura te tas ks was
amazing. He called 12 different tasks. All were
suitable to conditions. Nobody will ever forget
when at Mt. Keira on Friday, Rod said, "OK, the
first pylon is Br.okers Nose." UGH! Fifteen guys
made it and that was top, considering the conditions . He kept us busy all week. The judgesJudy, Rose, Ron and Robin all worked really hard
every day to keep the time between rounds really
fast.
And, Cl ive Gilmour hefping everyone
launch all week was great . "

"My most interesting round was against Steve Moyes
on the Keira to Stanwell task. Steve got off on a
really good thermal and was r i ding above a bunch of
pi lots. I thought he had me but he di dn' t. I
eventually got up to the same height and he drifted
to the back of the ridge while I was out 100 yards
in front of him. I just took off toward Stanwell
and the next time we met was at Broker's Nose.
Steve Gilmour was there also and we scratched
around for a while until a thermal finally
lifted off. We got up high and then I headed
off and Steve was after me from then on. I
just kept ahead of him and there was ridge lift
from Bulli Pass on. That was just about it because
as long as I was ahead of him, he wasn't going to
catch me. That was pretty exciting."

"What makes me really happy is that Stevie Stanwell nearly beat me! The standard of pilots in
Australia is really high. I'd say it's the 3rd
highest in the world but it could be the highest.
I can't understand why it isn't the highest. The
only thing I can think of is that we haven't had
enough competitions like the one we just had . "

When asked if his new glider, the first Swift ever
produced, gave him any trouble :
"The gl ider was really good. It really performed
well. I had only about 20 minutes up in it before
the competition started but there were no problems."

~41MS

Steve Moyes glvlng his acceptance speech
after winning the NSW State Championships.
Rod Stevens , Camp. Director , on right.
Photo by Marsha Leeman.

2nd Place : Steve Gilmour--Mega III
"Thanks to all the organizers who did a great job.
And thanks to Moysie for giving me a great kite
.1i ke the Mega II I . "

Rick Martin with his new Swift glider.
Photo by Marsha Leeman.
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N.S.W.H.G.A. CHAMPIONSHIPS - 1981
FROM AN ORGANISER'S POINT OF VIEW

discussion between myself, Steve Moyes (no it was
not so that he would have an advantage), who is the
most experienced competition pilot that I know (there
could be others but I don't know them) and Rose
Thompson who is Stanwell Park's resident mathematician .

The Championships started for me late in
January when it was confirmed by the N.S.W.H.G.A.
Executive that I would become Contest Director.

While all this was going on, we also needed to
inform the media that a contest was to be held.
Coal Cliff mine, the Royal National Park, and the
Bulli Bush Fire Brigade had to be approached for
access to the escarpment to place pylons.
Transport Australia had to be contacted for permission
Wollongong Council and Wollongto hold a contest.
ong University had to be approached for the use of
their property for take-offs and landings .

The venue had already been decided on by the
Executive, while I was on holidays.
That venue
was Stanwell Park.
My first task was to discuss the comi ng event
with members of the Stanwell Park club just to see
what type of events could be held at Stanwell .
After a lot of discussion it was decided to include
Sublime Point and Mt. Keira as sites to be flown
in the contest . The main reason being that this
gave us flyable sites for winds from no r th, through
east, to south.

Enough of my ramblings and on to the contest.
As the week preceeding the contest arrived the winds
were mostly NW-SW and I was starting to think of
al ternatives to the 'one-on-one' basis . But the
weather changed for the better and on Saturday, 21
March, we had a 20 km southerly blowing at Stanwell
Park.
I will not go into all the rounds as Allan
Coates has already done this in his article.
I
will just give you my view of some events as the
organiser.

The next thing that had to be done was deciding on what tasks could be run at the different
sites.
I talked to a lot of pilots who have been
overseas recently to get an idea as to what was
happening on the international competition scene.

The thing that stuck in my mind after this
first day was the number of pilots who became so
involved in chasing their opponents that they were
unaware that the wind had changed direction from
SE to ESE since the previous round.
This had been
held over a similar, but shorter course.
It should
have been all the more apparent to them as they
had to shift to a new take-off point because of the
change.

It appeared that cross country and ridge
racing was the go.
Although distances of 24 km
from Stanwell Park south to Mt. Keira could be
classed as open distance events we had a problem
in that ,the whole area faces the sea and the only
time it is possible to cross the first major gap
is when the whole escarpment is soarable. This
~id not make for a very challenging event, though
it was one that was planned for this competition.
The only other problem for cross country was that
we only have a narrow corridor from Stanwell Park
to Mt. Kembla in which Transport Australia allow us
to fly.
Therefore thermal cross country events ·
from Mt. Keira were out because it is only about 8
km to Mt. Kembla from Mt. Keira.

The next day I learnt that the only way to keep
pilots from hurting themselves by flying into power
lines was not to just tell them that they were
there, but by actually telling them they would lose
this round if they flew anywhere near the power
lines.
Because I had not done this I had my
first protest to deal with.
The Protest Committee
met at Keiran's that night and we gave the pilots
our decision the next day.

The contest was therefore organised around
ridge racing and duration events at Stanwell Park,
duration events at Sublime Point and Mt. Keira,
and pylon acquisition tasks at Mt. Keira.
The
only long events were to be north from Stanwell to
Garie Beach and south to Broker's Nose. These
were to be out and return events.

By the third day, with a lot of prompting
from Ron Christianson, most pilots were starting
to understand how to work out their flying order
from the score board.
My reasoning for this round
at Mt. Keira not being a complicated task was that
a lot of pilots had not flown Mt. Keira before and
I wanted them to all appreciate the distance from
take-off to the landing area.
I also wanted them
to think about their take-offs, especially at Mt.
Keira which leaves no room for error.
I learnt
this day not to underestimate the ability of the
better pilots and to set a time limit on any further
duration events.
The last two pilots could have
stayed up till dark.

The next decision was how to score these
events so as to be fair to all competitors.
It was decided by the Stanwell Park Competitions Committee that all events should be run 'oneon-one', which is the way that all international
events are being run at the moment.
The only
problem with this was that with a large number of
pilots entered in the contest we had to have
somewhere between 15 to 20 rounds.
That meant
an average of 2-3 rounds per day for 7 days. When
you consider that at any other contest at least 1
to 2 days have been unflyable then you realise
that the contest would have to run like clockwork
for us to get enough rounds in.

The next day was uneventful for me as both
rounds ran smoothly.
It was about this time that
I noticed that a lot of the better pilots were using
the scoring system to give them a slight advantage
over the pilots with less competition experience.
So, I decided, with some prompting from an unnamed
person, to start doing the same thing to make the
contest fairer.
I did this by designing the tasks
to suit the disadvantaged flyer . This did not
mean that he/she always won but it did mean he/she

Once we had decided on 'one-on-one' we then
had to find a system of scoring that was easily
understood by all pilots and that would give us a
good spread of placings.
This took many hours of
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had a better chance of doing so.

At the Executive Meeting that I had missed
while on holidays, the new TAHGA policy about having
a doctor and/or an ambulance on site for the whole
contest was discussed.

The next day was a howling gale from the south.
I told the pilots I would meet them in the park at
about 12.30.
I then went with the Bulli Fire
Brigade to place two pylons, one on Broker's Nose
16 km south of Stanwell and the other on Wanoona
Heights.
It was quite interesting as the tracks
we went on are not accessible to the public and
one of them was the old Illawarra Highway. dating
back past the turn of the century .

We were lucky that flying brings together all
types of people and we had 5 doctors to choose from
out of our own members or members' families.
Mick
Wilson was the only one that was available for the
whole week but at one stage we had 4 out of the 5 on
site.

On returning to Stanwell Park a few of the
pilots were setting up on Bald Hill as the wind had
moderated and swung around t o t he ESE.

When Mike Delay came screaming around the
corner of the east face to report Paul Murdock's
accident I jumped into Mick's car while other
officials organised the other rescue services.
A ride in Mick's old Valiant wagon through the
Nati onal Park was to say the least - gulp!

This is where I learnt another lesson.
I just
happened to mention that the next round would be
to Mt. Mitchel and return.
No sooner had I left
to inform the pilots waiting at the correct briefing point to go and set up, than some of the pilots
on the hill started making practice runs to Mt .
Lesson learnt!
Don't tell them anyMitchel.
thing until the round is about to start.

As it happened everything turned out all
right and I would like to thank the Police helicopter and rescue squad for their quick reaction to
a call that could have been serious. When emergency services are called it is a very good idea to
tell them the C.B. channel you are using so that
they can call you as soon as they have arrived .
Trying to communicate with a helicopter by signals
is very frustrating .

At the pilot briefing I announced a change in
course to much applause from most pilots (not the
ones who had been practicing).

Mike Delay in his Phantom flying toward Brokers
Nose from t~t. Kei ra during the NSW State Compo
Photo by Dave Delay.
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The last two rounds on Thursday again showed
that during a contest, and probably at most times,
some pilots (remember all these pilots were supposed to be Hang 4 pilots) do not take time to
notice changes in conditions.
Near the end of the
second round the wind dropped and turned towards the
south.
Even after repeated warnings by myself,
pilots still tried to fly the course in the same
manner as the earlier pilots.
A lot of pilots
could have won their round if they had gone around
to the southern face to get height first then gone
up the east face to the first pylon.
Seven pilots
had to walk out of Bu110 Beach.
Surprise!
Surprise!

I thought how lucky I was when Rick Duncan beat
Steve Gilmour in that first round, only to find that
Rick did not remember the first pylon.
This meant
not two, but three rounds, had to be run.
The
next round had Steve Moyes and Steve Gilmour on
equal first with Rick Martin in third.
As the NE wind had increased and made the takeoffs dangerous I decided to have a fly off for first
place instead of another complete round.
This
appears to be the only problem with a 'one-on-one'
competition.
Even after 16 rounds we still had a
tie for first place, on wins alone!
By using landing pOints this problem is less likely to occur.
But, I didn't want the 1st, 2nd and 3rd places
decided on landing points.
So that was the reason
for the fly-off.

Next round was another near disaster when two
pilots went looking for lift on the lower cliffs
at Mt. Mitchel and did not leave enough margin for
error.
Both these pilots landed on rocks at the
bottom fo the cliffs, one losing his glider to the
large surf that was running at the time.
From then
on I made rules to stop pilots going too far from
any of the landing areas.

I would now like to thank
who helped me run this contest
success that it was.
Also to
the perfect conditions that we

all those people
and make it the
"Himself above" for
all enjoyed.

Rod Stevens
Competitions Officer

Friday morning, 7 a.m., my first fly since the
I thought, "What a
beginning of the contest.
good time to tryout my first round for the day across to Mitchell".
After leaving Bald Hill at
1500 ft in a 12-15 knot easterly I thought, "I'll
just gain height on Mitchell, cross Coalc1iff, then
return to Stanwe11 Park" (what a pleasant thought!).
I arrived at Mt. Mitchell at 800 ft.
This is
about 200 ft from the top and plenty of height.
Looking'back at Mt. Mitchell from Stanwe11 Park
beach I wondered, "where had a 11 the 1ift gone?"
"Oh well, cancel that for the task of the day!"

The Editor apologizes to Dave Delay for not
crediting him for the photos used in the
article about the N.S.W. State Championships
printed last month. Sorry, Dave.

After cancelling two other tasks as the wind
dropped and swung further north it was decided to
move to Mt. Keira.
This turned out to be the right
'decision, although there were a lot of complaints at
Stanwell when I told them all to derig and go to Mt.
Kei ra.

skysoorlng industries
PO Box103

Thirroul 2515

RETAILERS AND DISTRIBUTERS OF :

This round at Mt. Keira turned out to be the
best round of the whole contest.
A cross country
to Stanwel1.
I also had my second fly of the contest.
I climbed to about 2000 ft ASL then hit
400 ft a minute sink, everywhere!
At 1000 ft I
started heading for the landing area at the University, thinking to myself, "I told everybody else to
go cross country and I couldn't even make it away
from the ridge".
At about 800 ft over the highway
I caught a small 100-200 ft up and kept with this
up to take off height (1500 ft), where it strengthened to 200-300 ft up.
A couple more thermals saw
me heading towards Broker's Nose.
Broker's Nose
was as far north as I wanted to go, this being the
most challenging gap to cross, so I headed back
towards the University, going up and down in thermals
all the way back.
What a good place Mt. Keira is
turning out to be!

VARIOMETERS ............................. $170. 00
Hummingbird D Varios
ALTIMETERS .............................. $115 .00
Thommen 2000-26 altimeters
Wrist strap ........................... $7 .00
WIND METERS ............................. $30.00
HALL windmeters with brackets
PARACHUTES .............................. $380. 00
Advanced Air Sports,
20 I(evlar lines,
20 ft. canopy, 1 oz. cloth,
Weighs 4 lbs. and is super compact

The last day was upon me with the chance that
after the first round I would have three people equal
first, on wins only!
This meant that I would ~eed
to have three rounds at Mt. Keira on a day to flnd
a winner.
Since they had predicted strong NE
winds in the afternoon, we would have to be fast.

phone Steve Kennard
(042) 671794
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SEARCH FOR THE WORLD'S BEST ADVENTURE SPORT
ATHLETES FOR THE ADVENTURE DECATHLON

These minimum requirements are: (1) Class C
parachuti ng 1i cence or equivalent, with an abil ity
to safely use a ram-air canopy; (2) Hang III rating
or equivalent in hang-gliding; (3) Documented
ability to lead a 5.8 pitch in rock-climbing;
(4) Documented ability to run Class III-IV whitewater and execute an Eskimo Roll; (5) Intermediate
familiarity with motorcycles, some form of sailing
and skiing.
'

Almost everyone has dreamed of what it would
be like to soar through space in a hang glider,
hurtle towards the earth in a sky diving free fall,
or shoot through a maelstrom of white water in a
kayak.
These dreams differ significantly from
fantasies such as catching a touchdown pass in the
Super Bowl, because they and similar activities are
participatory, not spectator, sports; they are not
restricted to a handful of professional athletes,
but are open to anyone in active good health.

Training courses prior to events will be-given
for contestants in windsurfing, race-driving
motocross, ice-boating, and the luge.
'
"The Adventure Decathlon is not restricted to
amateurs, but is open to anyone," says Wheeler
"f rom any country, man or woman, professional '
a~hlete, stuntman, in the military, wherever we can
flnd the~ -- and they will compete ,for profit,
$50,000 ln total cash prizes and over $25,000
worth of sports equipment of all kinds. While we
expect that most applications will come from the
United States, we are hopeful of receiving many
qualified applications from around the world
especially from.places such as Japan, Canada: Western
Europe, Australla, New Zealand, and South Africa.
But who knows? Maybe someone will pop up from
Gabon or Sri Lanka!

In addition, there is a thrill, an excitement,
a §anache that makes these adventure sports, making
or inary sports almost tame by comparison.
There are many people who are extremely capBut are
able in one particular adventure sport.
there those who are good at almost all of them?
There has never been a competition to find out -not until THE ADVENTURE DECATHL~N.
Ten of the world's best athletes will compete
against each other in a decathlon of adventure
sports:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
' 10.

"No one who competes in the Olympic Decathlon
is a world champion at any of those ten events -he is a great all-around track and field athlete.
In the same way, we are looking for people with allaround adventure ski 11 s," continues Wheel er. "But
the winner of The Adventure Decathlon will rightly
lay claim to the title of "The World's Greatest Adventure Sport Athl ete".

Sky-diving at Perris Valley, California.
Hang-Gliding at Pine Flats, San Bernadino
Mountains, California.
The U.S. Army's Jungle Survival Course in
the Florida Everglades.
Big wall rock-climbing in the High Sierra
of California.
Ocean wind-surfing at Maui, Hawaiian Islands.
Motocross at Carlsbad Raceway, California.
Race-car driving at Laguna Seca Raceway,
Monterey, California.
White-water kayaking, Bottom Moose River,
upstate New York.
Ice-boat racing, Trenton, Lake Ontario,
Canada.
The one-man luge, Lake Placid, New York.

Alternate event:

information,

Downhill ski racing, Lake Placid,
New York.

Produced by explorer-philosopher Dr. Jack
Wheeler (author of The Adventurer's Guide, and
famed for such adventures as parachuting onto the
North Pole and taking elephants over the Alps in the
steps of Hannibal), The Adventure Decathlon will be
filmed by a major television network in the fall of
1981, and will be broadcast as a ten-week series in
the spring of 1982.
, Thus, the search is on for the ten greatest
adventure sport athletes in the world.
"This is
not a contest of ' sueprstars' jumping through
inner tubes", notes Dr. Wheeler. "This competition
is for real.
Each contestant must compete in all
ten events, just as one would in the Decathlon of
Thus, while we will provide
the Olympic Games.
training for the lower-risk sports, any applicant
must demonstrate a minimum level of ability in the
high-risk sports in order to apply."

After numerous requests, here is the solution
to Val Wall~gton's crossword puzzle. It was
originally printed in the November 1980 issue
, of SkySailor if you still .haven't finished it!
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M.J. Yeomans,
N.S.W.
This article has been written to (hopefully)
encourage some thought and debate about the feasibility and pros and cons, of holding "freestyle"
competitions.
By freestyle I mean basically
aerobatic - as far as the 'state of the art' allows
aerobatics.
FREESTYLE COMPETITION

4 360's with a reverse after each one and bank
angle increasing up to 75 deg . each time
round .. .
2 90 deg. wingovers - one right and one left.
4.

Consider freestyle as such.
Many other
'action' sports have freestyle events - snow skiing,
water skiing, surfing and in effect, motorcross
and trials riding.
These events are popular in
all sports, both with competitors and spectators .

I believe there are a number of pilots who
enjoy this sort of flying and are good at it .
As
long as skill, safety and precisi"on were emphasised
rather than radical stunts, I believe aerobatic
co~petitions would do a lot of good for our sport.
Belng only a 'weekend cruiser', I will be interested to see the opinions of some of our experts!

I believe there are several good reasons why
we should consider introducing aerobatic competitions
into hang gliding.
For a start, it enables all the
action to take place within a restricted area . With
the way cross-country competitions are heading, the
pilots are going higher and further away from the
take-off point, thereby offering nothing to potential spectators and in turn, no inducement to potential sponsors to support our sport.
If we can
attract crowds, we can get sponsorship.
Furthermore, aerobatic competitions could be held at many
of our excellent coastal sites, which are, in general, much more central to large towns or cities
than the inland sites.

fLIER BEWftRE

Now, the controversial area is, of course, how
far can we go?
In earlier years, 'radical' flying
was the cause of many serious accidents - some of
which were fatal.
However, look at the advances in
our machines, especially in the last 2 years.
They're much stronger, they can fly faster, are more
responsive, and by virtue of anti-luff lines, preformed battens, double surfaces and dive tips , are
a lot safer, especially in dive recovery and nonluffing characteristics.

I f you're thinking of buying a second hand glider .•
let us chec k it out for yo u, some of them just
aren 't worth the money .

new gliders
WE WANT TO STAY IN BUSINESS ... TRY US FOR A DEAL AND A DEMO!!
HELMETS ••• AGV •• At last a dece nt helm et f or hang
g liding. Li ght , comfo r tabl e and. built to H;oto rcycl e standards •• exclusive to CLOlJ"ASE .. only 335 .
HARNESSES •• Fully ri gged and adjusted •• in stock now.

So, if we agree there's a place for aerobatic
competitions and that the machines could handle it,
what about the pilots and the tasks?
First, I
would suggest that aerobatic competitions are never
held as National or State Titles, so there won't
be any 'compulsion' for the traditional 'top'
pilots to compete.
Second, only hang 4 and 5
would be able to enter. (Naturally!)
Third, kites
and equipment would have to be up to a standard set
by a panel of expert exponents of aerobatic flying.
(No CB-200's!)

PAGEN BOOKS .. all 3 •• now in stock •• Ce t your copies
now , while t hey las t!
HALL AIR SPEED INDICATORS •• n ow available .
'HANG GLIDING' Nagazine s •• also Wings & Gl ider :t ider .
ACCESSORIES •. Hang lo ops , carabiners , alt i meters ,
varios, T. shi r ts and more .

instruction
Comp let e 'l' raining Prog r am:::e •• Beginner to Adv!mcea .
Ce rtifie~ Instructors
FREE !! 'Introduction to hang Gliding ' film !l i c-h t ••
THUHSDAYS .. 8pm .• Fho ne or Write for reservation~

Finally, how would the events be structured?
Well, I would suggest something like this:
1.

2.

3.

A panel of judges would assess the pilot on
up to, say 10 points for each manoeuvre,
deducting points heavily for actual or near
loss of control or unsafe flying ego getting
too close to the hill, getting too low or
flying out of the 'square'.

Each contestant gets, say 5 minutes to go
through a pre-set routine.
A hooter would
let him know when time was up.
In addition,
there would be a 'square' to work within,
with the boundaries being indicated by pylons
or flags .
The routine would have to be performed in the
right order with emphasis on technique, accuracy, smooth flying and smooth transition to
the next task, minimum height loss and above
all, safe, controlled flying at all,times.
Tasks could be, for example, as follows:
2 L.H 30 deg. bank 360's, followed by
2 figure-8's with 60 deg. chandelles.
2 R.H 45 deg. bank 360's ...

CLOUD88SE

hang gliding

cenlre

~

lIighl

school

"99 crown sl surry hills 2010

698-8584
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HANG bL

16 MILLS ROAD, GLENHAVEN.

N.S.W.

2154.

COLIN MACKINNON

My 01 d 1ady gave me an ul ti matuM - either my Hang G1 i di ng gear goes or she goes! As she has now 1earnt to
swim inside a hessian hag with a brick tied round her neck it looks like my beloved collection must all be
sold. This is a once only, genuine chance to obtain a bargain. A number of items are brand new as stated
and all others are in top condition. To give interstate buyers a fair chance I will hold all orders for 10
days fr om time of posting of this Skysailor then will draw each lucky purchaser out of a hat. All moneys
frOM unlucky bidders will then be returned promptly.
RANGER Hang Glider - brand new - test flown only. Hang 1 to Hang 3 rating
RANGER Hang Glider - near new-Red, White and Blue sail wi-windows. HI to H 3
SUPER CONDOR - great for learning - professionally patched sail! but O.K. HI to ?
Ranger Sail - brand new - replace your worn sailor build your own glider
THEOTEK audio-visual Variometer - brand new (retail price $183.50)
COLVER audio Variometer - brand new (retail price $125.00)
PATMONT visual vario - new - needs 2 x 1 litre flasks for operation (retail $25.00)
Flying Suits - top quality cloth - dual zippers, padded shoulders (retail $50.00)
1 orange, 1 red, 1 black. Fit average to solid build. New never worn.
A-frame bracket fitted with "ball-lock" quick release pin (retail $8.95)
Seagull brand (U .S.A.) King post wire adjusters and qui ck release (retail $4.00)
Prone harness - "i,Ji ngs" type . Used
Harness - Levitato r' type. New
Honeywell Strobelight - he seen for miles! (Retail $18.50). New
Realistic 6 Channel 5 watt CB Walkie-Talkie (Retail $115.00)
Construction Plans for various high performance gliders.
Mltchell Wlng - the best? - plus U.S. approved construction methods (Retail $120.00)
Icarus V - nearly as good as the Machell
Quicksilver - conventional monoplane design
Valkyrie - similar to an EF-5 but wings aren't swept back
Vortex - similar to the EF-5 in shape
55yds. Bai nbri dge sail cloth - 75 oz. x 36" - for coveri ng ri gi d wi ngs Colour orange - very difficult to obtain these days (Retail ($120.00)

$350.00
$300.00
$150.00
$100.00
$150.00
$100.00
$ 18.00
$ 30.00
$ 5.00
$ 2.00
$ 10.00
$ 10.00
$ 12.00
$ 65 . 00
$
$
$
$
$

75.00
20.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

$ 75.00

As if all that wasn't hard enough , the little woman says to get rid of my priceless library of Hang Gliding
books and magazines . SOB!! This comprises probably the best private collection of Hang Gliding publictions
in Australia and will only be sold to those who promise to love, guard and cherish each page above all
else. (Well almost all else!).
USA. "Glider Rider" - monthly magazine - 27 issues up till May 1979
U.S.A. "Hang Glider Weekly" - 25 issues up till January 1979
U.S.A. "Hang Gliding" - monthly - complete from April '74 to June '79, 58 issues
Canada "Flypaper" - monthly - 13 issues up till April 1979
Engl and "Wi ngs" - monthly - 29 issues up ti 11 January 1978
Victorian "Flypaper" - monthly - 36 issues up till January 1979
South Australian "Icarus" - 32 issues up till April 1979
N.S.W . "Airwaves" - 15 issues up till April 1979
"SKYSAILOR" - issue No. 4 ri ght through to August '80 - 30 issues - thi sis the most
complete set in existence
"Hang Gliding - Rapture of the heights" Book on H.G. and flying (Retail $5.95)
"Hang Gl iding" - by Dan Poynter. (Retail $6.00)
"Hang Gliding and Flying Conditions" - Dennis Pagen. (Retail $10.00?)
"Man Powered Flight" - Sherwin. (Retail $6.50)
"Ultralight Flight Seminar" Book of talks !liven at U.S.A. Uni. seminar
"NASA Report on Princeton Sailwing~
"Guide to Flight - Basic" - learners manual
"Hang Flight" - learners through to Hang 3 level (Retail $4.50)
"Hang Glider" - quarterly magazine - Summer 1977 issue only
Some BACK ISSUES "Hang Gliding" magazine from U.S.A. - Top class magazine - colour
cover - good technical articles and news of the scene of H.G.
1976
1977
1978
1979

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

15.00
10.00
60.00
5.00
25.00
15.00
10.00
5.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

40.00
3.00
3.00
5.00
3.00
4.00
3.00
1.50
3.00
1.50

Each $ 1. 50

May, June, July, Aug., Sept., Oct., Nov., only, sorry rest sold out!!
Feb., Aug., Sept., Oct., Nov., Dec.
Feb., Mar., Apr., May. , Jun., Jul., Aug., Sept., Oct., Nov., Dec.
Jan., Feb., Mar., Apr., May., June.

Some BACK ISSUES "Skysailor" - Australia's answer to "Hang Gliding" - These issues are
from the time when money was no object - some even have colour covers .
NO.6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 , 14, IS, 16, 17, 18
Assorted magazines, brochures etc., about 30 publications incl. H.G. (Cost $25+)
N.A.S.A. reports on Hang Glider design 3 volumes
Elements of Sport Aircraft Design for the Homebuilder (Retail $13.80)

Each $ 1. 50
$ 6. 00
$ 5.00
$ 8.00

All above prices include packing and post (which ain't cheap these days). As back issues are limited
please indicate 2nd choice if acceptable. When ordering please identify items required and PRINT your name
and address clearly. r~ake cheques and money orders payable to "HANG GlIDERS" and mark "Not Negotiable".
Send to :

HANG GLIDERS
16 Mill s Road,
GLENHAVEN. N.S .W .

2154

Prop. Col in Macki nnon
Phone ; 634-6259 after 5 p.m.

BANDIT 180
$850 o.n.o.
Near new. Excellent condition.
Double blue and red panels.
This is an URGENT sale!
Minimum Rating II
Dave Wearing-Smith (08) 353-3333 (A.H.)
71, Esplanade,
Henley Beach Sth.,
S.A. 5022.
SENSOR 160
$400 o.n.o.
White sail.
Minimum Rating II
Bill Temby (08) 270 2032
COBRA, Large
$275 o.n.o.
With hang harness and helmet
if required.
Minimum Ratin - None
Peter Patton r08) 276 5083
COBRA, Large
$350.
Excellent training glider.
From centre, light blue, yellow,
red to black tips. Flies well.
Minimum Rating - None
George Kambas (08) 467062
South Australia

TAHGA'S

MARKET PLACE

,

I

iii

Victoria
WEDGETAIL B
Wing area: 208 sq. ft. Aspect
Ratio: 5.5/1. Wing span: 34'.
V-keel.

$695.

Pulley deflexor system for rapid
roll response.
Removable "blow down tips".
Folding 1-1/8" A-frame (remains
in cover bag).
Coated cables.
Elevated indestructible fin/keel
pocket.
Heavy duty carry bag.
Tones of blue/white & black sail.
Mini.um Ratin III
Phone Geelong 052 612123
P.A. PRONE HARNESS
Red with parachute zip & coated
trip strap. Very good condition.
Phone Geelong (052) 612123

BANDIT 180
6 months young, airframe
inspected and perfect, light
blue sail with black leading
edges. Mylar inserts and luff
lines.
Beautiful sailwork
and a delight to fly.
Must
sell - spending July at Cloudbase in the Owens Valley.
Minimum Ratin II
Paul Cleland 087) 551844 (B.H.)
(087) 551191 (A.H.)

$900 o.n.o.

r

$55.

NEW SOUTH WALES

CHEVRON 190
Minimum Rating I
Randal Waugh .
1/3 Trewheela Ave. ,
MANIFOLD HEIGHTS,
Geelong 3128.

$600 o.n.o.

WINDHAVEN 24' B.U.S.
Randal Waugh
(address as above)

$250.

P.A. HARNESS
Modified.
Randal Waugh
(address as above)

$50.

THOMMEN 50' INC. ALTIMETER
Randal Waugh
(address as above)

$50.

LITEK VARIOMETER
Brand new.
Randal Waugh
(address as above)

$150

HAND HELD CB RADIO
$130
Realistic-5 Watt,6 Channel ,push to talk
but~on,boom ~ike,clips on any helmet,trailing
aerlal,l1lOuntlng bracket on radio,fishing reel
type mount for control bar,new price $180.
MOYES MEGA I II
$950.
Red,black and white.
Minimum Rating Hang III.
Phone(042) 942648
WANTED TO BUY.
Second hand variometers and altimeters.
Phone: (02) 6652040 (AH)
MEGA II I
$1075
Dark brown undersurface and ti ps,
gold mylar pocket.
Minimum Rating III
Mike Robertson 698 8584
SKYTREK VK IV
$650.
Exec cond,new Jan 1980.Yellow,blue with
green flashes.Adjustable A-frame.Will
frei ght.
Minimum Rating I.
Don Murchison (086) 852237 (After 7pm)
WINDHAVEN PARACHUTE
With deployment bag.
Phil. Phone Cloudbase 698 8584
39

$260.
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Hang glider manufacturers &design specialists
FACTORY 15, No.4 ETHELL ROAD KIRRAWEE
Phone 521 6363, 24 hour answering service ·
THIS GLIDER IS NOT YET CERTIFIED BY USHGMA STANDARDS

